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Abstract

This paper studies families’ preferences for peers and the implications of those preferences for the distribution of academic outcomes. I develop an equilibrium model of school competition and student sorting under social interactions, which adds a new dimension for school differentiation that generates interdependencies in demand. This modifies school incentives through two channels: increased differentiation strengthens market power for some schools (direct channel) and incentivizes a screening strategy that exploits heterogeneous responses to prices and quality to intensify that differentiation (strategic channel).

To study the empirical importance of these mechanisms, I estimate the model using administrative microdata from Peru. I find that social interactions have sizable effects, increasing the income gap in academic achievement by 30 percentage points. I use the predictions of the model to analyze counterfactual education policies in equilibrium and provide guidance on how to improve their design.
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1 Introduction

Under school choice, families should be able to avoid the options that fail to satisfy their demands. The proponents of these policies argue that choice will generate system-wide increases in school productivity and boost educational outcomes (Friedman, 1962; Chubb and Moe, 1990; Hoxby, 2003). Within a framework for a market for quality, the idea behind this principle is intuitive: schools face competitive pressure to improve their provision of quality or risk losing students to more preferred (higher quality) schools. These intuitive arguments inspired policymakers around the world to implement programs that expanded the degree of families’ choice. Yet, the results from the empirical work evaluating these policies are scattered: from negative or ineffective (Abdulkadiróğlu et al., 2018; Aguirre, 2017) to highly promising (Bettinger et al., 2017; Neilson, 2013), with some showing moderate effects (Muralidharan and Sundararaman, 2015).

The theoretical literature suggests that this intuition can fail in education markets. Student sorting, the distribution in the access to high achieving peers, and the incentives for the provision of quality can change when schools compete in an environment in which parents have peer preferences (Epple and Romano, 1998, 2008; Barseghyan et al., 2019). At the same time, the empirical literature suggests that that the peer composition of the school can be relevant for parents’ choices and in the education production function (Abdulkadiróğlu et al., 2019; Rothstein, 2006). However, there seems to be a gap between these strands of the literature: few papers take an empirical approach to study school incentives to provide quality, and, to the best of my knowledge, none of these have embedded social interactions in the model to study the implications over how schools compete and the distribution of outcomes in equilibrium.

In this paper, I connect the theoretical and empirical school choice literature to make progress on understanding the industrial organization of education markets under social interactions. I use the concept of social interactions to encompass the whole set of reasons why parents may value the peers in the school, emphasizing that this considers more than just classroom peer effects. I do this by including frictions that are specific to education in a model of demand and supply for schools. I study how these frictions affect the market equilibrium, including prices, school quality, student sorting, and the distribution of academic outcomes in ways that the standard intuition from consumer product markets fails to capture.

In particular, I emphasize three features of education that do not generally apply together to other industries. First, education shares features with retail markets, in the sense that schools are both vertically and horizontally differentiated. Some are more effective at improving outcomes, which makes families agree on their preferred schools (the vertical component). Yet, schools are geographically differentiated, and there are potential match effects. These two characteristics are specific to the family-school pair and make families disagree in their assessment of the schools (the horizontal component). Second —as already noted above— education is not provided in isolation: schools are characterized by social interactions, in the sense that the students that choose the same school will share the school infrastructure, teachers, and

---

1See Epple et al. (2017); MacLeod and Urquiola (2019) for a review of the empirical evidence

2There are several reasons that have been identified in the literature (Altonji et al., 2015): classroom peer effects, indirect effects through teachers’ effort and school accountability, and just preferences for some groups, not related to outcomes.
school days together. Then, the utility that the family gets when choosing a school depends—in part—on who else chooses that option with them. Third, public and private schools usually compete directly in the provision of educational services. This implies that some families can opt-out from the public provider and attend a private school from which the other families—who do not pay the fees—are excluded.

I exploit the Peruvian elementary education system as a setting to study school competition under this education-specific set of features. This setting has several attractive elements for this purpose. It combines a convenient regulatory environment, which is the closest to a free market for education, several sources of quasi-experimental and policy variation, and extensive administrative data. I start the description of this particular setting by providing evidence for the role of prices on families’ school choice decisions, in a context in which more than 50% of the schools are private and where there are no subsidies from the Government. I use a regression discontinuity design that exploits the assignment of a generous private voucher targeted at middle and low-income families that covers 75% of the tuition for a network of schools. The eligibility rules generate large discontinuities in the relationship between academic test scores and the probability of being eligible for the voucher. I find that being offered a 75% discount for a set of schools increases the probability of going to a private school by 40 p.p. (percentage points), increases the quality of the schools chosen by 0.642 standard deviations, increases the sticker price by $90 a month, decreases the out of pocket price by $40 a month, and increases the percentage of high income and high human capital peers in the schools chosen by 30 and 35 p.p.

Overall, these results suggest that prices can be a relevant barrier for middle and low-income families to choose schools that have higher value-added and a higher share of high SES families. Under the intuition of a market for quality, a naive interpretation of these results could suggest that scaling up a similar policy should effectively reduce the income gap in the access to value-added. However, it is not clear how these individual-level effects translate into incentives for the schools and what the distribution of outcomes will look like in equilibrium.

To answer these questions, I provide a framework to evaluate the effects of education policies taking into account the complex relationship between the families’ preferences and the trade-offs that schools face when making their supply decision. To do this, I specify and estimate a model of school competition under social interactions. In the model, families differ by human capital, income, and location. A combination of the first two characteristics generates observable family types. The model consists of three main components: a simple model for student outcomes, a model of demand for schools, and a model of school competition, all of which consider social interactions. In the first component, the model for student outcomes, academic achievement depends on the student’s own characteristics and on the school effects, referred to as value-added in the education literature. The value-added, in turn, has two components: the productivity to increase outcomes, which is a function of the school inputs and independent of who else goes to the school, and the contribution of the peers’ characteristics to other students’ outcomes. Following the literature, I refer to the first one as school effectiveness or quality and the second one as the peer effects.

The second main component is a model of demand for schools. I follow Neilson (2013) and Walters (2018) to estimate families’ preferences, allowing for rich observed and unobserved heterogeneity, and for
schools and families to differ in their location in the market. I extend the specification of the student outcomes to include peer effects in the production function and the specification of demand to include preferences for the peers in the school. The model for students’ outcomes allows me to recover a measure for school quality independent of the peer effects, so that quality and preferences for peers can be included as separate attributes in the utility function. I model families’ beliefs as consistent with the peer composition that is realized in equilibrium. Other work has shown this to be a relevant factor (Black, 1999; Hastings and Weinstein, 2008; Abdulkadiroglu et al., 2019), but, to the best of my knowledge, no previous paper has embedded peers in an empirical IO model of demand and supply.

The final component is a model of supply. Under this framework, geographic differentiation gives schools local market power to increase prices and decrease quality in the absence of close substitutes. I expand the first-order conditions to account for social interactions in families’ utility functions. Social interactions generate interdependencies in demand that modify school incentives through two channels. On the one side, social interactions add a new dimension for school differentiation, strengthening the market power for firms that are naturally better at attracting more desirable peers. I call this the direct social effect through which social interactions affect supply decisions. On the other side, the inclusion of preferences for social interactions in demand incentivizes a screening strategy that exploits heterogeneous responses to price and quality by family type. To the extent to which there is a correlation between how desirable an SES group is and the demand sensitivity of that group, schools will find it profitable to change their price and quality to intensify differentiation on the student body margin. I call this one the strategic social effect through which social interactions affect supply decisions.

To study the empirical importance of these mechanisms, I estimate the model using administrative microdata on students’ choices and schools’ characteristics from urban education markets in Peru. I deal with the endogeneity of prices, quality, and peers, by leveraging three sources of credible exogenous variation. The first set of instruments focus on the endogeneity of the peers’ composition. I exploit shocks to student sorting using lagged variation in the local exposure to a teachers’ strike, combined with variation in the local market structure (exogenous characteristics of the other schools) and on the local distribution of student characteristics. The second set of instruments consists of cost and quality shifters that leverage a generous teacher payment reform in the public schools, which, by design, introduced substantial variation in teachers’ wages across time and within markets. Finally, I exploit individual level variation on prices generated by the private vouchers’ assignment rule. I construct moments based on indirect inference to connect the reduced form regression discontinuity estimates from the data with the predictions from the model for the effects of the voucher. This variation in prices helps to discipline the demand model, as it captures the trade-offs that parents make with respect to each of the school characteristics when they face different prices.

I use the model to study how private schools’ incentives change under social interactions. The schools’ first-order conditions can be arranged to understand the deviation of schools’ supply decisions with respect to the ones under perfect competition. I look at price markups (upward deviations from competitive prices) and quality markdowns (downward deviations from competitive quality) to capture schools’ market
power. These elements are decomposed into the contribution of baseline market power due to geographic differentiation, direct changes in market power that results from stronger differentiation due to families’ preferences for peers, and changes due to the schools’ strategic responses to those preferences. To summarize the impact on equilibrium outcomes, I use the demand and supply estimated models to look at the same decomposition for the income gap in the value-added chosen by families.

I find that schools have significant market power in the baseline scenario: on average, prices are marked-up 16.3% and qualities are marked-down 11.5% with respect to the quantities schools would have chosen under perfect competition, in the absence of horizontal differentiation. The direct social effect makes price markups increase by 19.7 p.p. and quality markdowns increase, in absolute terms, by 18.4 p.p., expanding the gap in value-added by 20.3 p.p. The strategic social effect contributes to markup increases of 3.4 p.p. and a decrease in markdowns of 1.9 p.p. However, there is substantial heterogeneity in the responses of schools that serve low and high SES families, generating a relevant increase in the income gap in access to value-added of 9.0 p.p.

Policy Implications. The regulatory environment in the empirical application (close to a free market) provides an ideal setting to evaluate counterfactual policies in equilibrium. Adopting an equity and efficiency framework, I do so by using the predictions of the model. I consider four policies that target the demand for schools (vouchers with different designs) and two policies that target the supply side (investments in public schools and entry subsidies for private schools). For each policy, I hold the ex-ante budget of the policy constant, simulate a new equilibrium, recover the distribution of the value-added of the schools to which low and high-income families go and compute the ex-post budget for comparison. I present two measures that summarize the effects of these policies: I look at the change in the value-added income gap as a measure of their impact on equity, and I look at the overall mean change in the quality provided as a measure of efficiency. The policy that performs best in terms of equity is targeted vouchers, but it is quite inefficient. The policy that performs best in terms of efficiency is an entry subsidy to high-quality private schools, but it under-performs alternative policies in terms of equity. The rest of the policies range between these two extreme cases.

The discussion on introducing market incentives in education usually focuses on the impact evaluation of isolated policies. However, different policies may provide incentives in different dimensions that complement each other. I explore this idea by looking in more detail at targeted vouchers and entry subsidies, computing the correlation between the local gains from the policy in terms of equity and efficiency and the local market conditions. Targeted vouchers are particularly effective at increasing the value-added of low-income serving schools in neighborhoods with certain characteristics. Specifically, neighborhoods in close proximity to a private school that has high quality in the baseline or close to a private school that has a low cost of increasing quality, while being surrounded by a significant number of voucher eligible families. On the other side, private schools choose to enter into neighborhoods in which they face higher demand for their services. These tend to be neighborhoods in which there is a significant concentration of high-income families or neighborhoods in which there is substantial SES heterogeneity, so that private schools can focus on serving high-income families that prefer to pay a higher price to avoid low SES peers.
These correlations suggest that vouchers cannot increase efficiency if there are no potential high-quality schools in the neighborhood that will respond to more competition. Entry subsidies will not provide incentives for firms that have low costs of providing quality to enter low-income neighborhoods if there is no willingness to pay for their services. Motivated by these ideas, I simulate counterfactuals in which I assign a share of the budget to vouchers and the rest to entry subsidies. I find that the mix of policies outperforms the linear combination of them. The voucher increases the willingness to pay in low-income neighborhoods and eliminates the strategic responses to social interactions by closing the gap in the willingness to pay between families of low and high SES. This promotes the entry of effective schools in low-income neighborhoods, which families can attend without paying a high price or traveling a long distance.

Related Literature. This paper contributes to three strands of the literature. First, it contributes to the literature on the industrial organization of education markets. Early studies such as Manski (1992); Epple and Romano (1998, 2008); Nechyba (2000, 2003) provide theoretical and computational models on the general equilibrium effects of voucher programs. A second set of studies in this literature uses actual data from existing school systems to learn about the economic implications of increased school choice, most of which are reviewed by Epple et al. (2017).

Closely related are recent papers that use discrete choice and industrial organization tools to answer questions related to school demand and supply. Hastings et al. (2009), Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2019), and Walters (2018) focus on understanding the demand for schools, where the first two allow for preferences for the composition of the schools. Another set of papers look at different margins of private schools’ supply responses to a broad set of public policies. Dinerstein et al. (2017) look at the effects of school funding reform on the entry and exit of private schools, Neilson (2013) looks at the impact of targeted vouchers on schools’ market power, Sánchez (2017) studies the effects of voucher design on schools’ pricing and program participation decisions, Kapor (2016) studies the effects of affirmative action and associated scholarships on colleges admission rules, Allende et al. (2018) study the effects of information interventions provided at scale on the provision of quality, and Singleton (2019) looks at the effects of funding policies on charter schools’ supply. The first three papers exploit the variation from the policy of interest to understand its effects, while the last three exploit quasi-random variation in related but different policies to look at the effects of hypothetical counterfactual policies in equilibrium. This paper belongs to the second group and, to the best of my knowledge, is the first to model schools’ choice over both quality and prices, while also considering how demand-side social interaction preferences impact supply-side incentives.

Second, this paper contributes to an extensive literature that deals with endogenous social effects in a diverse set of economic problems. Several elements of the paper are related to this literature: the estimation of peer effects on the education production function; the identification of demand with strategic complementarities (preferences for the student body); the computation of equilibrium models of sorting when such complementarities are present. The last element is necessary for understanding the schools’

behavior and recover their marginal costs. A methodological challenge that is common to the first two exercises is what is referred to as The Reflection Problem in Manski (1993), which “arises when a researcher observing the distribution of behavior in a population tries to infer whether the average behavior in some group influences the behavior of the individuals that comprise that group. He concludes that “Given that identification based on observed behavior alone is so tenuous, experimental and subjective data will have to play an important role in future efforts to learn about social effects.”, where observed behavior can be either academic performance or school choice.

The literature on the effects of peers on academic outcomes has taken two approaches to address this problem, following Manski’s advice. The results are mixed. One set of papers exploit random formation of groups and estimate either small positive effects (Epple and Romano, 2011; Sacerdote, 2011) or sizable significant effects (Duflo et al., 2011; Carrell et al., 2013; Garlick, 2014). Angrist (2014) calls for caution on the interpretation of those studies: when students are randomized into groups, all groups are very similar by design, generating bias from weak instruments. Zárate (2019) addresses this concern directly in an experiment in selective boarding schools in Peru by guaranteeing systematic variation in group composition in the experiment design. He finds that higher-achieving peers do not improve academic achievement, and can even reduce it for low performing kids. These results are more aligned with the second group of papers that uses quasi-experimental variation in peer characteristics (Duflo et al., 2011; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2014). My approach also uses a quasi-experimental variation, but my results are more aligned with the first group of papers. However, I show that my instruments have a relevant first stage, reducing concerns about weak instruments. Also, because of the focus on certain samples in the studies that use quasi-experimental variation in peers (students in highly selective boarding schools) or margins (students near to the admission cutoffs in heavily over-subscribed exam schools), it is reasonable to expect that those results need not coincide with what I find in this paper.

There are several papers that use experimental or quasi-experimental methods to address the reflection problem in the identification of interdependencies in demand for a broad set of questions. Some examples include technology adoption (Conley and Udry, 2010; Guiteras et al., 2019), purchase of insurance (Mobarak and Rosenzweig, 2013), networks and the value of service (Björkegren, 2018), effort at work (Mas and Moretti, 2009), investments in energy efficiency (Allcott, 2011), among others. I take a similar approach by using instruments that exploit the strike shifter and variation in local demographics at the census block level.

The third set of papers in this broad literature on social effects looks at equilibrium models of sorting to recover preferences under interdependencies in demand and understand their impact on some market outcomes. Bayer et al. (2007) and Diamond (2016) use empirical industrial organization methods to study households’ preferences for neighborhoods and the determinants of workers’ labor supply to cities to understand how they translate into housing prices and the provision of endogenous amenities. Conceptually, this is similar to what I do when I estimate supply using first-order conditions for which the demand sensitivity to prices and quality incorporates the social interactions (the direct effect). However, what is novel in my approach is the inclusion of a strategic social effect, which I find to have relevant implications for
inequality in the access to value-added.

This paper is also related to a growing literature on the study of equilibrium market outcomes and competition when firms are choosing more than one characteristic, and when the first-order conditions are potentially nonstandard. This form of endogenous product differentiation appears in several dimensions. Ho (2009) looks at the determinants of insurers’ hospital network choices and the effects on pricing and hospital investment incentives. Fan (2013) analyzes the effects of ownership consolidation in the newspaper industry and shows that ignoring the adjustments in newspaper characteristics results in substantial changes in the ex-post outcomes. Wollmann (2018) shows the importance of allowing for endogenous product offering in the US commercial vehicle market to accurately predict the equilibrium outcomes as a response to public policies and changes in market structure. Crawford et al. (2019) look at the welfare distortions from endogenous quality choice in imperfectly competitive markets, concluding that quality is over-provided at a high price in the US cable television industry. My contribution is to provide a framework for the equilibrium analysis of schools’ supply decisions when price and quality are chosen endogenously by firms that consider the indirect impact that those choices have on the student body composition and, as a consequence, the implications for overall profits.

Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I provide an overview of the model and show the decomposition of the schools’ incentives under social interactions. In Section 3, I describe the empirical setting and provide evidence for the role that price plays in school choice. In Section 4, I develop a model for student outcomes and an equilibrium model of demand and supply for schools under social interactions. In Section 5, I describe the empirical strategy and research design, and I present the results for the estimated model in Section 6. In Section 7, I use the model to study the outcomes under counterfactual policy designs. Finally, Section 8 concludes.

2 Framework

2.1 Overview of the Model and Intuition

In the following sections, I will specify and estimate a model of school competition under social interactions. In the model, schools are characterized by three types of attributes: exogenous attributes, attributes that the school chooses directly —price and quality—, and attributes that are determined in equilibrium and are only indirectly affected by the school’s choices —peers’ characteristics. Families and schools also differ in their location, generating geographic differentiation between schools that is specific to each family which I treat as exogenous. This gives rise to local market power to increase prices and decrease quality in the absence of close substitutes. On top of that, social interactions generate interdependencies in demand that modify school incentives through two channels:

(i) Direct social effect: social interactions add a new dimension for school differentiation, changing demand sensitivity to prices and quality. The direction of this effect depends on the preferences.

A topic for future research is to extend the model to account for endogenous entry of schools.
If the families are willing to pay for certain peers, the schools that are naturally better at attracting them (for example, due to location or an unobservable component) have now more market power to raise prices and decrease quality. In other words, schools exploit the fact that stronger differentiation makes families less likely to leave the schools that attract desirable peers when other attributes (like price and quality) change.

(ii) Strategic social effect: Different types of families can have different preferences over the school attributes. Under certain relationships between the willingness to pay for a particular peer type and that particular type’s preferences, schools have incentives to engage in indirect screening by adjusting other characteristics. For example, under a negative (positive) gradient between how desirable a family type is as a peer group and how sensitive that type is to price (quality), schools may choose to raise their prices (quality) to increase their product differentiation in terms of the peer group.

The main applications of this framework will use the model predictions to analyze the effects of counterfactual policies. To guide the discussion for the rest of the paper and understand the intuition of the model, I present a preview of the decomposition of the schools’ incentives under social interactions, implied by the estimates in Section 6. The school incentives are described in terms of how they change the markup of price over marginal cost and the markdown of the quality over the one that would have been provided under perfect competition. I summarize the effects that the change on incentives has in equilibrium by looking at the gap in the value-added of the schools chosen by families of high and low income.

To describe the intuition behind the decomposition of the incentives, I distinguish between two types of school attributes. On the one hand, school attributes are direct substitutes (complements) in demand if the school can keep its market share when an indirect attribute increases by reducing (increasing) the one that is controlled directly. On the other hand, school attributes are strategic substitutes (complements) in demand when an increase in an attribute that is chosen directly results in a reduction (increase) of the indirect attribute.

2.2 Preview of the Results: Decomposition of Schools Incentives

Figure 1 shows the decomposition of the schools’ incentives implied by my estimates. Panel (a) presents the predicted price markup, panel (b) presents the equilibrium quality markdown, and panel (c) presents the predicted equilibrium gap in the value-added between the schools chosen by families of high and low income. Each panel presents scenarios that differ in two dimensions: the families either consider (left-column) or ignore (right-column) the student body of the school, and the schools are either passive (bottom-row) or strategic (top-row) at responding to preferences for social interactions.

For the baseline scenario (right boxes), the simulations in Figure 1 show that, even in the absence of preferences for social interactions, the schools have market power to raise prices (and decrease quality) above (below) the competitive price. The price markup is 14.9% of the marginal costs, and the quality markdown is -12.3% of the competitive quality. Schools’ prices and provisions of quality in equilibrium, together with families’ preferences, generate a baseline gap in access to value-added equivalent to 0.24.
The second scenario (bottom-left boxes) allows for social interactions in demand, which adds a new dimension for school differentiation. In the estimated demand model, all family types value high SES peers and schools with high value-added, but dislike prices. This implies that peers and value-added are direct substitutes in demand: if the share of high SES peers of a school goes up and all else stays equal, the school can decrease the quality and keep its market share. The opposite occurs with the price. Prices are direct complements in demand with peers. If the concentration of high SES peers drops, the school may be able to keep the market share by decreasing the price. Under this type of demand, including preferences for the student body composition changes the sensitivity of demand to price and quality for schools that naturally attract more high SES families in equilibrium. This makes price markups go up by, on average, 21.5 p.p. and quality markdowns to go down by, on average, 16.2 p.p. As a result, the income gap in the access to value-added is increased by more than 21.6 p.p.

The third scenario (top-left boxes) includes strategic responses from the schools. In the estimated model, I find that demand satisfies strictly increasing differences in the preferences. All types prefer to go to a school with higher shares of high SES families. However, the parameters imply that high SES families value the social interactions in the school (i.e., other high SES families) and school quality more than low SES families. High SES families are also less sensitive to prices. This makes prices and peers strategic complements in demand: if the price of a school goes up, and all the rest remains equal, the quality of the peers should also go up. The same thing happens with quality: if the quality of a school goes up, the peer composition of the school should also improve. Then, schools should find it profitable to charge higher prices, as prices screen out low SES families. Consecutively, the SES composition of the school gets more desirable, and the families that remain in the school are willing to pay the higher price, without leaving to the next school.

The case of quality is similar to price. Some schools find it profitable to increase quality, as they attract high SES families and can charge a higher price for the school. The results show that markups go up by an additional 8.5 p.p of the baseline value. However, quality markdown goes down by 6.0 p.p. of the baseline value. Even though these magnitudes seem small compared to the direct effect, the impact on the income
gap in the access to value-added is relevant, increasing by 13.1 p.p. As I will show in Section 7, there is a relevant heterogeneity in the magnitudes of the direct and strategic incentives, which leads to seizable redistributional effects in equilibrium.

Note that the direct and strategic effects for price go in the same direction while, for quality, they have opposite effects. Then, even under demand that has the same properties implied by the estimates, the total effect on quality is an empirical question.

3 Education Markets in Peru

3.1 Relevant Features of the Setting

The empirical application in this paper focuses on the urban education markets in Peru. This education system enrolls more than 600,000 first-grade students every year under a mix of public and private providers. More than half of the students go to schools located in urban areas. Descriptive statistics for each education market are provided in the Supplementary Material. The context can be explained by examining four events: three changes in regulation and a teachers’ strike.

Promotion of Private Investments in Education Act (Law N-882). Peru underwent a major education reform in the late nineties. Law N-882 was made effective in 1998. It aimed at promoting the participation of private providers in education and modified several aspects of the existing regulation. This law established that any individual or organization—including for-profit entities—has the right to start and manage a school. The owner is free to decide how to operate and organize the school, within minimal legal restrictions. Along with this, the document states that teachers in private schools are subject to labor laws for private employers. Their contracts are not affected by the agreements between the Government and public school teacher unions, and there are no legal requirements in terms of teachers’ certification for the private sector. Finally, the reform also introduced tax incentives for private schools. Firms that offer education services receive credit for 30% of the reinvested utilities, in addition to import and sales tax exemptions.

Law N-882 contributed to relevant changes to the market structure of the education system in Peru. The country experienced extensive de-facto privatization, despite the fact that the Government does not provide subsidies for families to attend schools in the private sector. Figure OA1 shows the share of students enrolled in private elementary schools in Peru since 1990. This number increased from a stable 13% before 1998 to 28% in 2015. The rates of privatization are larger in urban areas: in Lima, the capital and largest city of Peru, the share of private schools increased from 23% in 2000 to 51% in 2017. These increases coincide with years of steady economic growth, but in which there was no consistent increase

5See Decreto Legislativo N 882 - Minedu, Ley de Promoción de la Inversión en la Educación

6The only exception is the non-for-profit network of Catholic schools “fe y alegría”, which provide educational opportunities for poor kids in 19 countries. These schools receive direct subsidies from the Government, but they represent less than 0.01% of total enrollment.

7The average GDP growth for the period 2000-2017 was 4.9%
in the spending per student in the public sector as a percentage of the GDP, except after 2012 when the Government implemented a teacher payment reform.

**Teachers’ Payment Act (Law N-29944).** Public spending per student in the public sector started to increase in 2012 when the Government initiated a comprehensive teacher payment reform. The main objective was to establish a teaching career in the public sector based on merit and to promote the professional development of teachers. The reform had three components: (i) an immediate change that guaranteed better working conditions, more benefits, and higher base salaries to all teachers, (ii) a gradual implementation of tenure-track teacher contracts, with higher salaries based on tenure and performance, and (iii) the implementation of a centralized application system for teacher assignment.

These changes generated substantial variation in wages across time and schools. Figure OA3 shows the evolution of wages and contract types over time. Panel (a) and (b) show the mean wages for non-tenured and tenured teachers, which increase by 120% and 75% between 2012 and 2018 respectively. Both of these contracts start with a base hourly wage of $15 USD, which also represents a significant increase with respect to the pre-reform mean salary. Panel (c) shows the number of contracts of each type by year, and panel (d) shows the variation in wages within the tenure-track positions. Figure OA2 shows an example of the time and geographic dispersion in local wages generated by the reform in the city of Cuzco. This shows that the variation in wages is not only across time but also across locations within a market. Appendix OA2 provides additional details on the design of the teachers’ wage structure and centralized application system.

**New Regulation for Primary Schools (Directiva N 014-2012-MINEDU).** In addition to the Teachers’ Payment Reform, the Ministry of Education introduced a new regulation for schools in 2012. These rules include two elements that are relevant as modeling assumptions. The first one is related to price discrimination, as schools are forced to make their enrollment conditions public and uniform for all students. This includes application dates, fees, and other payments. The second one is related to selection from the school side, as schools are not allowed to engage in active selection or discrimination of students. Appendix OA2 provides more details on the contents of the new regulation and provides supportive evidence for its enforcement.

**2017 Teachers’ Strike.** A massive teachers’ strike took place in the 2017 school year. As a consequence, the affected public schools remained closed for up to 60 days. The strike had an important political component, and generated a crisis that ended with the impeachment of the Minister. The decision of the teachers to join the strike was heavily influenced by the teachers’ union membership, political affiliation, and political networks. As a result, there is a substantial geographical variation in the intensity of the strike in terms of duration and the number of teachers involved.

At the time of the strike, both the Government and experts were worried that many public school fam-

---

8See Ley de Reforma Magisterial, N-29944.

9See Directiva N 014-2012-MINEDU/VMGP “Normas y Orientaciones para el Desarrollo de Año Escolar 2013 en la Educación Básica”

10In Peru the school year starts in March and finishes in December each year.

11Ricardo Cuenca, General Director of IEP, an influential thinktanks in Peru claimed that “This is a political strike, it is not a union strike. Then, the political operators of the Government should start working to fight this situation politically”.
3.2 Quasi-experimental Evidence: the Impact of Prices on School Choice

In this section, I provide evidence on the restrictions that prices impose on the school choice decisions of middle and low-income families in Peru. This motivates the analysis in the rest of the paper. I focus on the relationship between changes in the prices that families face and the changes in the characteristics of the schools that they choose.

I use a regression discontinuity design that exploits the assignment of a generous private voucher program. The program is run by an NGO and targets middle and low-income families. The private voucher covers 75% of the tuition for a predetermined network of schools in Lima and eight other big cities in the country. The tuition covered ranges between 120 USD and 220 USD, and the voucher is paid directly to the school by the NGO. The application system for the program is simple. There is no pre-application. Interested students show up with their parents at a specific location and time. There is a calendar with application dates for the fall each year. Parents take a household survey and students take an academic
Figure 3: Visual Evaluation of The Threshold Crossing Effect (First Cutoff)

Notes: Panels (a) to (f) show the threshold crossing effect for different outcomes. White circles present the average in the outcome variable for individuals in equally spaced disjoint bins. Blue lines depict a first-order polynomial fit, separate for units at each side of the threshold. Variables in the y-axis are expressed as differences with respect to the year before the scholarships are assigned.

test. These application events are highly publicized and held every Saturday from June to November in multiple geographic locations.

The assignment is done using a two-stage discontinuous rule. Appendix OA2 provides more details on the selection process. For this exercise, I exploit the fact that the assignment process generates large discontinuities in the relationship between the academic test scores in the first stage and the probability of being eligible for the voucher.

Panel (a) in Figure OA11 presents estimates of the change in the probability of being eligible for the scholarship for students who are above the cutoff, where \( \text{Score} \geq \text{Cutoff} \) is a dummy variable that equals one if the students’ academic score is above the cutoff for scholarship eligibility. Here and in what follows, I use optimal bandwidths and robust confidence intervals proposed by Calonico et al. (2014). Being above the cutoff increases the probability of receiving the scholarship by 37% percentage points.

I present the results in Figure 3 and Table 1. The figures displays binned mean of observable characteristics of the schools chosen by students’ academic score relative to the cutoff. Table 1 presents estimates of the probability of choosing different school characteristics. Panel A contains reduced form estimates and Panel B contains instrumental variable estimates, where the discontinuity is used as an instrumental variable for being eligible for the scholarship. Panel (a) in Figure 3 shows the probability of choosing a private school. There is a clear jump in the probability of choosing a private school for students above the cutoff. Column 1 in Table 1 shows that being above the cutoff increases the probability of attending a private school by 13.8% in panel A, almost doubling the mean probability. The IV estimate of the effect of getting the scholarship, shown in panel B, is 67.7%. This means that students that get the scholarship close to 100% likely to attend a private school. Panel (b) in Figure 3 shows the effect on the value-added of the schools chosen. Again, we see a jump in the mean value-added of the school chosen when crossing the threshold. Column 2 in Table 1 shows that the reduced form effect of being above the first cutoff is an increase of 0.07 in the value-added of the school chosen and 0.61 for the IV estimation of the effect of receiving the scholarship. Panel (c) in Figure 3 shows the price of the school chosen by parents, which also jumps when they cross the academic test cutoff. Panel A of Column 3 in Table 1 shows that being above the cutoff increases the price of the school chosen by parents by 7 USD and the IV estimate for getting the scholarship is 40 USD. Panel (d) in
Table 1: Effect of the Private Voucher on Choices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Effect of Being Over the Academic Cutoff (Reduced Form)</th>
<th>Private Value-added Price Peers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score ≥ Cutoff</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0272)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Effect of being Eligible (Fuzzy RD - Local Linear Regression)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>0.6769</th>
<th>0.6090</th>
<th>40.5721</th>
<th>-30.6881</th>
<th>0.2038</th>
<th>0.0446</th>
<th>0.1668</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0856)</td>
<td>(0.2118)</td>
<td>(23.9045)</td>
<td>(24.1068)</td>
<td>(0.1177)</td>
<td>(0.0482)</td>
<td>(0.1128)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel C: Effect of being Eligible (Fuzzy RD - Parametric Specification (2SLS))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>0.6684</th>
<th>0.4943</th>
<th>46.3165</th>
<th>-57.5051</th>
<th>0.2694</th>
<th>0.0819</th>
<th>0.2991</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1007)</td>
<td>(0.2282)</td>
<td>(23.8203)</td>
<td>(20.9344)</td>
<td>(0.0998)</td>
<td>(0.0517)</td>
<td>(0.1018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Estimates are computed using optimal bandwidths and robust confidence intervals proposed by Calonico et al. (2014).

Figure 3 and Column 4 in Table 1 show the effect on the out-of-pocket price paid. The reduced form impact is a decrease of 9 USD and for the IV a decrease of 31 USD. This is explained by the fact that the mean parent has a 56% probability of choosing a private school, so getting a 75% percent discount decreases the out-of-pocket price paid even if they are choosing more expensive schools. Panel (e) and (f) in Figure 3 and Column 5 and 6 in Table 1 show the effect on the share of high SES peers in the schools chosen, in terms of family income and education. The reduced form impact is an increase of 0.04 and 0.01 and for the IV an increase of 0.2 and 0.04.

Appendix OA2 provides more details on the scholarship program and presents robustness checks for the regression discontinuity design.

4 A Model of School Competition and Social Interactions

To move beyond the small scale policy analysis, I need a framework to understand how these individual-level effects translate into incentives for the schools when the program is expanded and implemented at scale. To do so, I develop a model of how families choose schools and how schools compete in a market for primary education under social interactions. The model will allow me to examine how potential education policies originally aimed at improving equity and efficiency of the education system interact with the direct and strategic incentives when firms compete under social interactions. In Appendix OA5, I discuss the model assumptions and potential limitations.

In each period, schools play a two-stage game in which they first choose what quality to offer and then what prices to charge. The agents take the following actions under specific information environments.
A1: Quality Investments. In the first stage, shocks to fixed costs of quality, marginal cost shocks not related to quality, and demand disturbances are realized and observed by schools. Schools invest in quality simultaneously to maximize expected profits.

A2: Price Setting. In the second stage, schools observe quality investments. Private schools choose a vector of school prices to maximize profits conditional on the quality chosen in the first stage.

A3a: School demand. I.i.d. individual preference shocks are realized and observed by families. Families sort into schools based on schools’ prices, quality, and their expectation for the student body composition. School profits are realized.

A3b: Education Production. Schools provide education services to students, who interact with each other in the classroom. Students’ short-run academic outcomes are realized and observed in the form of test scores.

4.1 Production: A Simple Model for Student Outcomes

I present a general model for student outcomes that takes student body effects into account. The model’s objective is to recover a measure of school quality and not to fully specify the education production function. Quality is defined as the school’s effectiveness to produce gains in observable outcomes (test scores, in this case), cleaned of the effect of individual and peer characteristics. In other words, it is the average treatment effect on outcomes of going to a particular school, not including the impact of peers. I will refer to this object as the school observable quality. This definition acknowledges the fact that there could be other desirables attributes of schools that are not observed by the econometrician. The model presented in this section will allow for such unobservables to affect parents’ choices, with the limitation of not being able to separate the effectiveness to improve unobserved outcomes from other unobserved reasons why parents may value schools.

School Value-Added. Let $Y_{ijt}$ be the potential value of an outcome that student $i$ would achieve if she attended school $j$ at time $t$. The outcome is determined by a vector of characteristics of the student, $X_{it}$, and a school quality component common to all students in the school:

$$Y_{ijt}(\tau) = X_{it}' \pi^\tau + \theta_{jt}(\tau) + \epsilon_{ijt}$$

Where $\theta_{jt}(\tau)$ is the value-added of the school, common for all students. Following Altonji et al. (2015), I allow this term to vary as a function of the policy in place, which is indexed by $\tau$ (for example, a voucher program that targets low SES students). As in their setting, I do not observe policy changes that vary the degree of choice in my empirical application. All the estimation of the model is done under the baseline scenario denoted by $\tau = 0$. However, in Section 7, I will use the parameters of the model to explore how the distribution of student achievement changes under counterfactual school choice policies. I keep the term $\tau$ in the notation to highlight the mechanisms in the counterfactuals, which would require simulating how student outcomes change due to both changes in sorting and changes in the supply of quality. To do so, I need to decompose the value-added into the contribution of the school and the contribution of the
student body.

**Input Decomposition of the Value-Added.** The estimated value-added, $\theta_{jt}$, captures both the effects of the student body over outcomes and the effects of school inputs and technology over outcomes (teacher’s quality, pupil ratio, infrastructure, principal’s quality, curriculum, among others). The vector $x_t$, which is a subset of $X_{it}$, includes characteristics that are assumed to have a potential impact on the outcomes of other students. This vector includes a two-dimensional socioeconomic type $x_i = (x_i^y, x_i^e)$, composed by two binary variables that indicate whether the family has high income and/or high human capital.$^{12}$ To characterize the peers in the school, I define $z_{jt}$, a vector that includes the mean for the characteristics in $x_i$ for school $j$ in time $t$. To decompose these terms, I project the value-added, $\theta_{jt}(\tau)$, into a linear function of two types of inputs (peers and school inputs) and a residual:

$$\theta_{jt}(\tau) = z_{jt}(\tau)'\pi^z + I_{jt}(\tau)'\pi^I(\tau) + \epsilon_{s,jt}(\tau)$$

The component of school value-added that does not include peers is $\mu_{jt}$ and coincides with the concept of **school observable quality.** This includes a vector of school inputs, $I_{jt}(\tau)$,$^{13}$ how these inputs translate into value-added (the “technology”, $\pi^I$) and a residual $\epsilon_{s,jt}$ that includes unobservables that contribute to school effectiveness. However, for the analysis in this paper it is sufficient to have a measure of $\mu_{jt}$, without decomposing it into other inputs.

This specification provides a simplified framework, ignoring aspects that have been proven to be important in the literature. One is indirect peer effects. As discussed by Rothstein (2006), differences in outcomes between schools can be attributed to the student body composition in three ways: (i) the effect of individual student characteristics on their own outcomes, (ii) direct effects of peer characteristics on outcomes, and (iii) indirect effects of the school composition on outcomes through inputs that respond to the student body (for example, better peers may lower the cost of attracting more effective teachers). It is hard to separate these channels, without better measures of the school inputs and instruments for them. Future versions of the paper could, for example, allow marginal costs to vary as a function of peer composition.$^{14}$ This specification also ignores potential student-school match effects. If students select into the schools based on those effects in a way that is not captured by $X_{it}$, they will also be part of $\theta_{jt}$.

**Outcomes Under Counterfactuals** In counterfactual exercises (represented by $\tau$), I look at the value-added distributions of schools chosen by families of different SES groups. Changes in $\theta_{jt}$ under different $\tau$’s come through two effects: changes in the characteristics of the peers and changes in the school observable quality. The former comes from responses in the equilibrium allocation of students under the counterfactual, which in turn shifts $z_{jt}(\tau)$. I present a model of demand for schools in the next section. The latter is clear from Equation 2. The mix of inputs and the technology may vary as a function of the counterfactual

$^{12}x_i^y = 1(y_i \geq \bar{y})$ and $x_i^e = 1(e_i \geq \bar{e})$. These variables could have included nonlinear functions of underlying variables and can be equal to or a subset of $X_{it}$. I include a restricted set of variables to keep the model tractable.

$^{13}$This vector can include non-linear terms and interactions

$^{14}$For example, Singleton (2019) estimates cost differentials across student populations and shows that charters schools enter in areas with low-cost populations).
in place. For example, a student busing program reduces demand sensitivity to distance, introducing more
competition in quality. Schools may respond by either changing their observed inputs, changing how they
use those inputs, or changing the unobserved inputs. I will not distinguish between these channels.

4.2 Demand for Schools

Preferences. The proposed model of demand for schools follows Berry et al. (1995) and Berry et al.
(2004) and allows for geographical differentiation as Neilson (2013). Each family \(i\) has one child who will
enroll in school as a student and is characterized by a two-dimensional socioeconomic type \(x_i = (x_i^y, x_i^e)\),
which includes binary variables that indicate whether the family has high income and/or high human
capital.\(^{15}\) Families also differ in their location in the city, \(\text{loc}_i\), which I assume to be exogenous. The
location defines the distance between each family \(i\) and each school \(j\), denoted by \(D_{ij}\). Finally, families also
differ on unobservable characteristics, including the vector \(v_i\) and another characteristic \(v_{i\text{net}}\). To simplify
notation, family observable type \(x_i\) is summarized as a discrete type \(k = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}\).\(^{16}\)

Each school \(j\) is characterized by a set of observable characteristics, including a measure of school quality
in terms of the discussion in Section 5.3, \(\mu_{j\text{t}}\), price, \(p_{j\text{t}}\), variables that characterize the student body in terms
of the share of families with high income and high human capital (mothers’ education) in the school, \(z_{j\text{t}}^y\)
and \(z_{j\text{t}}^e\), the location of the school, \(\text{loc}_j\), an indicator for whether the school in the private voucher network,
\(\text{net}_{j\text{t}} = 1(j \in \Omega_{\text{network}})\), and a vector of other school characteristics, \(r_{j\text{t}}\), which includes whether the
school is private, has a religious orientation, is for-profit, coeducational, integrated with a high school, has
morning shift. I also include dummies for the four main chains and for schools that belong to other chains.
Finally, there is an unobservable quality component, \(\xi_{j\text{t}}\). The utility that family \(i\) derives from choosing
school \(j\) is a linear function of the school’s characteristics:

\[
U_{ijt} = \beta_{ijt}^\mu \mu_{j\text{t}} - \alpha_i p_{j\text{t}} + \beta_{iz}^y z_{j\text{t}}^y + \beta_{iz}^e z_{j\text{t}}^e + \beta_{id} D_{ij} + \beta_{i\text{net}}^\text{net} \text{net}_{j\text{t}} + r_{j\text{t}}^\beta + \xi_{j\text{t}} + \epsilon_{ijt} \tag{3}
\]

Where \(\alpha_i = \bar{\alpha} + \sum_{l=y,e} \alpha_l x_i^l\) (same for \(\beta_{i\text{t}}^\mu\)), \(\beta_{ijt}^\mu = \bar{\beta}^\mu + \sum_{l=y,e} \beta_{i\text{t}}^l x_i^l + \beta_{it} p_{v_i}, \) (same for \(\beta_{iz}^y\) and \(\beta_{iz}^e\))
with \(v_i \sim \ln \mathcal{N}(\mu_v, \Sigma)\), and \(\beta_{i\text{net}} = \bar{\beta}_i + \sigma_\text{net} v_{i\text{net}}, \) with \(v_{i\text{net}} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1)\). Note that utility is
over the expectation for the student body composition. The preference for quality and the two dimensions
of the student body are heterogeneous along an unobserved family characteristic distributed lognormal
with parameters \(\mu_v\) and \(\Sigma\), which allows for a correlation between the preferences for the student body.
Preferences for the schools in the private voucher network are heterogeneous along an unobserved family
characteristic distributed normal. Finally, \(\epsilon_{ijt}\) is a random shock to the individual preference of family \(i\) for
each school \(j\) and time \(t\), assumed to be independent of school attributes and from each other.

Market Shares. The family will choose school \(j\) to maximize \(U_{ijt}\) in their choice set \(\Omega_{ijt}\). Markets are
defined by the urban areas of the 32 main cities in the country, which represent 87% of the urban population.
I follow Neilson (2013) to characterize the distribution of types across markets. In practice, each market is

\(^{15}\) \(x_i^y = 1(y_i \geq y)\) and \(x_i^e = 1(e_i \geq e)\)

\(^{16}\) \(k\) represents the following combination of \(x_i\): \(\{(\text{LowY}, \text{LowE}), (\text{HighY}, \text{LowE}), (\text{LowY}, \text{HighE}), (\text{HighY}, \text{HighE})\}\)
characterized by a set of nodes \((N_m)\) and schools \((N_s)\), where \(w_{nk}^m\) is the distribution of students of type \(k\) across nodes and \(\pi_k^m\) is the proportion of the students in the market who are of type \(k\). The model estimation exploits the detailed node-level geographic data by defining choice sets separately for every node: while choice sets include every school in the market, the distance is school-node pair specific, making the distance attribute vector vary among families in different nodes.

By assuming that \(\epsilon_{ijt}\) has a standard extreme-value distribution we can calculate the probability that a family of observable type \(k\), who lives at node \(n\) and has unobservable type \(v_i\) will select school \(j\) as follows:

\[
S_{ijt}^{nk}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) = \left( \frac{\exp(U_{ijt}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e))}{\sum_{l \in \Omega_{it}} \exp(U_{ilt}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e))} \right)
\]

By integrating these probabilities over \(i\) we will obtain the share of families of type \(k\) who live at node \(n\) at time \(t\) who will select school \(j\), \(s_{nt}^{jk} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} S_{ijt}^{nk} \cdot w_i^m\). We can obtain the shares of each school at the market level, taking the sum of probability that a family of type \(k\) will select school \(j\) across nodes and both observable and unobservable types \((N_v)\), which have weights \(\omega^v\). Then, \(s_{jt}^k(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) = \sum_{m=1}^{N_m} s_{nt}^{jk} \cdot \omega^m_{nk}\) is the market shares of the school \(j\) for each type \(k\) and \(s_{jt}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{m=1}^{N_m} s_{nt}^{jk} \cdot \omega^m_{nk} \cdot \pi_k^m\) is the share for the total market.

**Beliefs about the Student Body Composition.** The student body characteristics of the school are equilibrium outcomes, determined jointly with demand. I assume that families observe the characteristics of the schools in their choice set and the individual preference shocks. Based on their information set, families form beliefs that are consistent with the expectation of the realized student body composition of the school. Then, \(z^y\) and \(z^e\) are vectors that contain the fixed points that satisfy the following system of equations (for \(x = \{y, e\}\) and \(j = \{1, ..., N_m^j\}\)):

\[
S_{jt}^x(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) = \frac{N \times \pi_k^m \times \sum_{m=1}^{N_m} \sum_{k=1}^{K} S_{ijt}^{nk}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) \times w_i^m \times w_{nk}^m}{N \times \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{m=1}^{N_m} \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} S_{ijt}^{nk}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) \times w_i^m \times w_{nk}^m \times \pi_k^m}
\]

4.3 Supply for Schools

**Fixed and Marginal Costs.** I follow Neilson (2013) and model private schools as profit-maximizing. I define the cost functions of school \(j\) as \(MC_j(\mu_{jt}) = \sum_l \gamma_l w^l_{jt} + \gamma_p \mu_{jt} + \omega_{jt}\), where \(FC_j(\mu_{jt}) = \sum_l \lambda_l w^l_{jt} + \psi_{jt} \mu_{jt}\) and \(\psi_{jt} = \psi_j + \Delta \psi_{jt}\). This assumes that the marginal cost of providing education is both independent of the number of students and linear in a vector of cost characteristics. I decompose these characteristics into a subset observed by the econometrician, which includes the quality chosen — \(\mu_{jt}\) — as well as other characteristics — the vector of marginal cost shifters \(w^l_{jt}\) —, and an unobserved component, \(\omega_{jt}\). I allow them to be correlated with \(\xi_{jt}\), as schools with higher unobserved quality might engage in larger costs. The fixed cost is also a linear function of school characteristics. For the analysis in this paper, the relevant characteristic in the fixed cost is quality. The fixed cost of providing quality \(\mu_{jt}\) is given by an unobservable shock \(\psi_{jt}\). This shock can be decomposed into a school-specific persistent component, \(\bar{\psi}_j\),
and a deviation, $\Delta \psi_{jt}$.

**Second Stage: Pricing Decision.** The profit function for a firm $j$ in a market with N students is given by $\pi_{jt}(\mu, p, z^y(p), z^e(p)) = (p_{jt} - MC_{jt}(\mu_j))(p_{jt}) \times N \times s_{jt}(\mu, p, z^y(p), z^e(p)) - FC_{jt}(\mu_j)$. The first-order condition can be rearranged as the following pricing equation:

$$p^*_jt = \sum_l \gamma_l w^l_j + \gamma \mu_m + \omega_{jt} + s_{jt} \times \left(-\frac{ds_{jt}(\mu, p, z^y(p), z^e(p))}{dp_{jt}}\right)^{-1}$$

The second term in Equation 6 is the price markup and represents how much the optimal price chosen by a firm with market power deviates (upwards) from the competitive price (equal to the marginal cost). The markup considers the demand sensitivity to price, which is given by the total derivative of shares with respect to prices, $\frac{ds_{jt}(\mu, p, z^y(p), z^e(p))}{dp_{jt}}$. I call this second term the *markup with social interactions*, as it takes into account the effects that social interactions have on the school’s pricing strategy. This derivative differs from the version without social interactions, as it considers both the direct and strategic effects of including the terms $z^y(p)$ and $z^e(p)$ in the demand. In practice, the total derivative is obtained by aggregating over observed and unobserved types and nodes.

$$\frac{ds_{jt}}{dp_{jt}} = \sum_{k} \sum_{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{ki}} w_{nk}^{m} \times \pi_{l}^{m} \times s_{jt} \times \frac{ds_{ijt}}{dp_{jt}}.$$  

How firm incentives change under social interactions is clear by looking at the individual level term $\frac{ds_{ijt}}{dp_{jt}}$ in Equation 7. The first term is the direct effect of prices on demand (I). This term reflects a combination between the baseline market power and the direct social effect. The first one emerges because of product differentiation, which exists even in the absence of social interactions. The second one is the result of an expansion in product differentiation due to social interactions, which changes the distribution of demand responses to prices. Note that this term is negative. As this term gets closer to zero, the less sensitive the demand is to prices, and the larger the market power. If peers and prices are direct complements in demand, schools that are better at attracting high SES peers gain market power under social interactions.

$$\frac{ds_{ijt}}{dp_{jt}} = \frac{\text{Sensitivity to price - (a)}}{1 - \text{Direct Effect (Baseline + Social)}} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_l} \frac{\text{Sensitivity to peers (M.Educ) - (d)}}{\text{Sensitivity to peers (Poor) - (b)}} \times \frac{\text{Change in peers (Poor) - (e)}}{\text{Change in peers (M.Educ) - (c)}}.$$  

The second term is the strategic social effect of prices on demand (II). This term depends on how sensitive demand is to peers — terms (b) and (d) —, and how much do peers respond to prices — terms (c) and (e). If prices and peers are direct and strategic complements in demand, both terms are positive, reducing the denominator of the markup in Equation 6 for schools that are better at attracting high SES peers. Then, the strategic social effect will make those schools gain market power. I show how I solve for the terms (a),...
(b), (c), (d), and (e) in Appendix OA4.

**First Stage: Quality Decision.** In the first stage, schools simultaneously choose quality, considering that their actions will impact profits in the second stage. The first stage profit function for a firm \( j \) in a market with \( N \) students is given by 

\[
\pi_j(\mu, \rho^*(\mu), z(\mu, \rho^*(\mu)), z'(\mu, \rho^*(\mu))) = (p_{jt} - MC_{jt}(\mu_j)) \times N \times s_{jt}(\mu, \rho^*(\mu), z(\mu, \rho^*(\mu)), z'(\mu, \rho^*(\mu))) - f_{jt}, \text{ where } \rho^*(\mu) \text{ is the vector with the equilibrium second stage prices given the vector of first stage qualities in Equation 6. Note that second stage prices are a direct and indirect function of the vector } \mu, \text{ as quality also affects the peer composition, which in turn affects prices.}
\]

The first order condition for quality for school \( j \) is:

\[
\frac{d \pi_j}{d \mu_j} = - \frac{\psi_{jt}}{\gamma_{jt} N} - \frac{\gamma_{jt} N \times s_{jt}(\mu, \rho^*(\mu), z(\mu, \rho^*(\mu)), z'(\mu, \rho^*(\mu)))}{\gamma_{jt} N} + \left( p_{jt} - MC_{jt}(\mu_j) \right) N \times s_{jt}(\mu, \rho^*(\mu), z(\mu, \rho^*(\mu)), z'(\mu, \rho^*(\mu))) = 0
\]

And the optimal quality is given by:

\[
\mu^*_jt = \frac{p - \sum_i \gamma_i w^i_{jt} - \omega_{jt}}{\gamma_{jt}} - \frac{1}{\gamma_{jt} N} \times \left( \frac{\psi_{jt}}{N} + s_{jt}(\mu, \cdot) \times \gamma_{jt} \right)
\]

As opposed to price, the quality of the school enters the fixed cost. Then, the expression for the quality markdown is obtained by comparing the optimal quality in Equation 9 with the one that would have been provided under perfect competition (the one that makes profits equal to zero):

\[
\text{Quality Markdown} = \mu^*_jt - \mu^\text{comp.}_{jt}, \text{ where } \mu^\text{comp.}_{jt} = \frac{p - \sum_i \gamma_i w^i_{jt} - \omega_{jt}}{\gamma_{jt}} \frac{\psi_{jt}}{N + s_{jt}(\mu, \cdot) \times \gamma_{jt}}
\]

The total derivative of the shares with respect to quality \( \frac{ds_{jt}(\cdot)}{d\mu_j} \) is, again, obtained by aggregating the individual effect over observed and unobserved types and nodes:

\[
\frac{ds_{jt}(\cdot)}{d\mu_j} = \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \mu_j} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \rho_j} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \rho_j} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \rho_j} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \rho_j} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \rho_j} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_j} \frac{\partial s_{jt}(\mu_{jt})}{\partial \mu_j} \frac{\partial \mu_{jt}}{\partial \rho_j}
\]
The individual effect is given by three components. The first one (I) follows a similar intuition as the one for price. It combines baseline market power from product differentiation with expanded differentiation from social interactions. As quality and peers are direct substitutes in demand, market power increases for firms that are naturally better at attracting high SES peers, as the demand sensitive to quality is reduced with a higher share of high SES peers. The second component (II) is not specific to social interactions and results from the two-stage nature of the game. The third term (III) is again similar to the strategic social effect on prices, with two differences. First, it goes in the opposite direction of the direct effects. While both quality and peers are strategic complements in demand, in this case, the partial derivative is positive. This means that movements of the demand sensitivity towards zero will go in the opposite direction of the positive strategic effect. Then, the strategic social effect on quality reduces strategic incentives to exert market power and reduce quality. Second, it also takes into account the screening incentives in the pricing game in the second stage, which is the last term (a) × (k).

An important term in this expression is \( \frac{dp_j^*(\mu)}{dp_j} \). This is the derivative of the school's optimal price in Equation 6 with respect to quality. The expression and discussion for the intuition is given in Appendix OA4. Terms (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) come from the previous section. In Appendix OA4 I show how I solve for the terms (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), and (k). The following section characterizes the equilibrium.

### 4.4 Equilibrium

**Definition.** A rational-expectations equilibrium is a tuple \( \{z^y, z^c\}_{j \in J}, \{p\}_{j \in J}, \{\mu\}_{j \in J} \) that satisfies the following properties:

1. \( \{z^y, z^c\}_{j \in J} \) are the vectors of student body compositions, which correspond to the fixed points in Equation 5 given the vector of school qualities \( \mu \) and prices \( p \). Equation 5 is the result of aggregating the individual choice probabilities under consistent expectations for the student body so, in equilibrium, \( \hat{z}^y_i = z^y \) and \( \hat{z}^c_i = z^c, \forall i \in I \)

2. \( \{p\}_{j \in J} \) is the Nash equilibrium of the second stage pricing game, in which schools maximize profits given the vector of first stage qualities \( \mu \), subject to student body compositions \( z^y(p) \) and \( z^c(p) \), which are also a function of prices:
   \[
   p_j^*(\mathbf{p}^c_{-j}) = \arg\max_p \pi_j(p, \mathbf{p}^c_{-j}, z^y(p, \mathbf{p}^c_{-j}), z^c(p, \mathbf{p}^c_{-j})), \forall j \in J
   \]

3. \( \{\mu\}_{j \in J} \) is the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium qualities, which maximize first stage profits for each school \( j \), subject to the equilibrium of the second stage pricing game:
   \[
   \mu_j^*(\mathbf{p}^c_{-j}) = \arg\max_\mu \pi_j(\mu, \mathbf{p}^c_{-j}, \mathbf{z}^c(\mathbf{p}^c_{-j}), \mathbf{z}^c(\mathbf{p}^c_{-j}, \mu^c_{-j})(\mu, \mathbf{p}^c_{-j}))
   \]

\[17\]The generic version of Equation 8 is given by the equation below. Note that the second term is equal to zero, because of the Envelope Theorem. This implies that the terms \((a) \times (g)\) and \((a) \times (k)\) in Equation 11 only consider the sum over \( l \neq j \).

\[
\frac{d\tau_j}{dp_j} = \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial p_j} + \left( \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial z^y_j} \frac{dz^y_j}{dp_j} + \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial z^c_j} \frac{dz^c_j}{dp_j} \right) \frac{dp_j^*}{dp_j} + \left( \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial \omega_j^y} \frac{d\omega_j^y}{dp_j} + \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial \omega_j^c} \frac{d\omega_j^c}{dp_j} \right) + \left( \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial \nu_j^y} \frac{d\nu_j^y}{dp_j} + \frac{\partial \tau_j}{\partial \nu_j^c} \frac{d\nu_j^c}{dp_j} \right)
\]
5 Estimation

5.1 Administrative and Survey Data

The data used in this paper come from different Governmental Agencies within the Peruvian Government, obtained in collaboration with the Ministry of Finance. More details about the data are provided in the Supplementary Material.

Student Level Data. I put together information from different sources to create a panel of students and their characteristics. This includes (i) Students’ education data: From 2012 to 2018, I have detailed information on student records, which include enrollment, demographics on the kids and their parents, and academic performance by subject. The data are merged with individual-level results for Peru’s national standardized test. (ii) Student’s birth and health records: I linked these records with education the data, including: health conditions of a child at birth (birth weight, height, gestation age, type of birth, type of professional serving, hospital), family’s background information, health outcomes for ages 0 to 6, and social programs in which the student is a participates (conditional cash transfer, free lunch, among others). (iii) National Household Survey: This detailed survey is merged with the education data and includes a large set of questions for the socioeconomic characterization of the household. (iv) National Census: In collaboration with INEI (Census Bureau) I associated students in the education system with the census block in which their household is located for the 2017 Census. (v) Scholarship application. Scholarship application records, socioeconomic survey, and other administrative data with individual identifiers for the years 2014-2018.

School Level: I put together information from different sources to create a panel of schools that includes relevant characteristics. I also use these datasets to construct the instruments. (i) School characteristics: Detailed data on school characteristics (enrollment, focus, staff, facilities, among others) from the School Directory (Padrón Escolar) and the School Census (Censo Escolar). (ii) Tuition: Using several sources, including self-collected survey data, I construct a unique panel of school prices from 2014 to 2018. More details in the Appendix. (iii) Teachers: I use extensive administrative data on teachers: payroll data for teachers in the public sector, linked to contract details; data on the teachers’ recruitment process, including vacancies, teachers’ test scores, ranked order lists for applications, and final assignment; data on teacher unions’, including a dataset that describes the union leaders, their political networks, and maps for the unions’ internal geographical divisions within a market; data on teachers’ political affiliations, web scraped from Infogob, and matched using teachers’ National ID numbers. (iv) Surveys. I use three surveys. The first one (2016) is focused on school principals and asks questions related to the admission process and on how they perceive competition. The second one is a price survey for private schools (2016). This survey collects price data for 2,380 private schools in Lima. The third one is a new survey to private schools (2019) that I implemented for 3,150 private schools to verify current prices and recover missing price data from 2014.

Market Level: (i) National Census of Peru: I use the Census to obtain the joint distribution of family
SES characteristics (income, mother’s education, etc.) for kids about to enter primary school in each node for each market. The two recent Censuses were in 2007 and 2017. The Census is used to define the main school markets in the country. I restrict my attention to urban areas. Boundaries of the markets are defined as in Neilson (2013). Maps for each market are shown in the Supplementary Material. (ii) College graduates: Data on all registered college graduates with education degrees, including the program and year of graduation. These data are matched with the 2017 Census to obtain the census block in which the potential teachers live.

5.2 Identification

The estimation of demand presents the usual econometric challenge of endogeneity: school characteristics may be correlated with the unobservable demand shocks. On influential work estimating models of demand with unobserved heterogeneity Berry et al. (2004, 1995); Nevo (2001); Petrin (2002) deal with this problem using instrumental variables. The endogeneity in price and quantities is implied by an oligopoly model in which firms chose prices knowing the realizations of own and other firms’ unobservables and their effects on relevant elasticities (Berry and Haile, 2016a). A similar logic applies to the endogeneity of quality in the equilibrium model proposed in Section 4.

The student body characteristics are also endogenous because they are the result of a sorting problem: $z_{jt}$ is the outcome of aggregate choices of certain types of households. This is clear from Equation 3 and Equation 4: if different family types put different weights on the observable characteristics relative to the unobservable, then aggregate choices will be correlated with the unobservables. How the unobservables relate to price is particularly sensitive: schools with high unobservable mean utility will tend to charge higher prices if enough high SES families are willing to pay for it, then low SES families (who are more price-sensitive) will be excluded from that school. This generates a correlation between the $z_{jt}$ and the unobservable characteristic of the schools. The problem is exacerbated when firms may choose prices strategically, as described in Section 4.3.

Moreover, the endogeneity problem is also present in the supply side estimation. Given assumptions on the model of competition and the identification of demand, the marginal costs and cost of quality can be easily recovered as a function of shares, market size, and matrix of partial derivatives for price and quality, which are functions of the demand parameters (Berry and Haile, 2014). To compute the counterfactuals of interest, I need to identify the marginal cost and cost of qualities functions. These costs vary with qualities and quantities and depend on unobservable cost shocks that are potentially correlated with unobservable demand shocks. Demand shocks show up in the marginal costs and cost of qualities that are recovered directly from Equation 6 and Equation 8, complicating the identification of the primitives of supply.

To illustrate this idea, think of the following example. A school has a principal with outstanding leadership skills. He is capable of attracting effective teachers (equivalent to a low cost of increasing quality shock, $\psi_{jt}$, which all else equal implies higher $\mu_{jt}$) and active at promoting a bullying-free environment (equivalent to a high non-observable that parents value, $\xi_{jt}$). Providing more of these two dimensions of quality (observable and unobservable) increases school differentiation, shifts demand, and increases mar-
ket shares. The school will partially respond by charging higher tuitions, but the market shares will still be larger than the ones the model would predict based on the observable characteristics. The endogeneity problem results from ignoring the correlation between the unobservable in demand and cost shifters. As a consequence, the preference for observable quality will be overestimated, and the sensitivity to price will be underestimated. If the principals’ leadership skills also make him a good manager (equivalent to a low marginal cost shock, $\omega_{jt}$) this will affect the pricing and quality decisions as well, reinforcing the selection problem.

The choice of instruments is based on nonparametric identification results for demand and supply models in Berry and Haile (2014). Those results are extended for estimation with micro-level data in Berry and Haile (2016b), who emphasize that the microlevel data allows for identification under weaker instrumental variable requirements by providing within market variation of choices under fixed market-level unobservables.

I proceed to present the instruments. I describe each instrument with reference to the endogenous characteristics it should be particularly useful at identifying and for which the discussion of the exclusion restrictions is more intuitive. However, all moments contribute to the identification of all the parameters.

**Student body characteristics.** Equilibrium sorting arises in school choice and residential location problems. Bayer and Timmins (2007) propose to use the fixed attributes of other locations as instruments for the characteristic that generates the spillover (e.g., race, income, or education in the case of individuals, and industry classification in the case of firms). This type of instrument is used in Ferreyra and Kosenok (2018). In practice, the instruments proposed are an application of the BLP instruments. If there are several endogenous characteristics, fewer are left to be used as instruments. This challenges the fulfillment of the relevance condition. Other good examples of papers that deal with equilibrium sorting are Bayer et al. (2007), who use these BLP style instruments together with boundary discontinuity design, and Diamond (2016), who exploits local demand shocks using Bartik instruments for skill sorting.

**Proposed instruments.** In the context of spatially differentiated firms, it is reasonable to exploit exogenous geographic shocks that i) provide independent and differential exposure for different schools, and ii) shift the behavior of families differentially by type. This will provide correlation between the instrument and the student body composition in a school (relevance condition), independent from the unobservables (exclusion restriction). I use to the following instruments (and their interactions), all of which are calculated as a distance weighted average: (i) lagged strike exposure index (2 indexes, distance weighted), (ii) local market structure: share of private and number of schools (distance weighted), and (iii) local demographics (2): share high SES (income and education, distance weighted).

There are two lagged strike exposure index instruments based on a predicted strike intensity index, which is a prediction for the total number of hours lost per student for the schools in the sample. Explanatory variables include the political affiliations of the teachers in the school, the teacher union affiliation, unions’ political affiliation (which vary by school district), and several other demographic variables for teachers. The *Strike Exposure Index I* is calculated for all schools and considers a distance weighted aver-
age of the predicted strike intensity for the public schools in the neighborhood, excluding the own school’s index. The idea of the instrument is that the more intense the exposure to the strike, the more likely it is that the school will receive (or not lose) high SES students. On the other side, the Strike Exposure Index II instrument is the own predicted probability of strike, calculated for public schools only. Schools with a higher predicted probability of strike are more likely to lose students. These instruments rely on the assumption that competing schools’ decisions to participate are unrelated to their own and others’ demand shock for the next year. To avoid correlations with enrollment through other channels, the instruments consider only the predicted (and not actual) intensity of strike, which is explained by unions’ political factors, which are plausibly excluded from parents’ utility and schools’ supply decisions.

Local demographics and local market structure instruments are natural in a context in which families do not travel far to go to school. Taking residential sorting and market structure as given, a school located in a neighborhood with a high concentration of high SES families and with less competition from other private schools should enroll a higher share of that group than a school located in a neighborhood with a lower concentration of high SES families and more competition from other private schools. Appendix OA6 discusses how the instruments are constructed, the exclusion restriction, and relevance conditions in detail.

**Instruments for price and quality.** Berry and Haile (2014) show that competitors’ product characteristics are not sufficient on their own, as they provide independent variation in the shares, but other instruments are required to provide the independent exogenous variation in the prices. An additional challenge in a setting in which other product characteristics are also considered endogenous is that there could be little variation left in the characteristics that are assumed exogenous (Fan, 2013).

**Proposed instruments.** I use instruments that shift both marginal costs and the cost of increasing quality which should not be correlated with the school unobservables \(\xi_{jt}\). I also use two set instruments that exploit variation in local demographics and in market structure, in terms of the number and exogenous characteristics of the schools around them. Consistent with the demand model, local demographics, and local market structure should shift markups and markdowns.

I exploit the Teacher Payment Reform that was gradually implemented since 2013 and introduced subsequent changes that span until 2018. I also use other variables that characterize local teacher labor markets. As discussed in Section 3, the reform introduced relevant variation in teachers’ wages within markets and across time (see Figure OA3 and Figure OA2). Through the SUP and Nexus datasets, I can associate each public teacher contract and the wage paid to a specific latitude and longitude. The instruments that I use are the following: (i) public school teacher wage index (distance weighted), (ii) public school teacher vacancies for post-reform contracts (distance weighted), (iii) stock of graduates with education degrees (t-1, distance weighted), (iv) tests scores for teachers (t-1, distance weighted), and (v) the flow of new graduates with education degrees in the market.

---

18 (Reynaert and Verboven, 2014) show the importance of both types of instruments, even in a parametric setting.

19 This is also related to work by Gandhi and Houde (2016), who argue that these type of instruments can have weak instruments problem, generating practical problems.
An example of the within markets spatial variation for the teachers’ salaries is shown in Figure OA2. The exclusion restriction for these instruments relies on the assumption that the design of the teacher payment reform and workers sorting decisions are unrelated to current local school shocks. This is discussed in detail in Appendix OA6.

**Table 2: First Stage for Endogenous School Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strike Exp Idx I</td>
<td>0.211 (0.072)</td>
<td>0.055 (0.083)</td>
<td>0.098 (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.063 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike Exp Idx II</td>
<td>-0.109 (0.038)</td>
<td>-0.093 (0.037)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.013 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.232 (0.093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike Exp Idx I × Strike Exp Idx II</td>
<td>0.043 (0.009)</td>
<td>-0.086 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.033 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.0201 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruments II: Cost and Quality Shifters</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public School Teacher Wage Index</td>
<td>-0.0025 (0.0037)</td>
<td>-0.0187 (0.0027)</td>
<td>0.0777 (0.0346)</td>
<td>-0.2692 (0.0318)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Index times Private</td>
<td>-0.0225 (0.0127)</td>
<td>-0.1081 (0.0092)</td>
<td>-0.063 (0.004)</td>
<td>-0.063 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Local Teachers’ Test Scores</td>
<td>0.175 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.0192 (0.0015)</td>
<td>0.0569 (0.0051)</td>
<td>-0.4793 (0.0622)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Teachers’ Scores × Private</td>
<td>-0.0165 (0.0026)</td>
<td>-0.0212 (0.0019)</td>
<td>-0.0167 (0.0039)</td>
<td>-0.0232 (0.0066)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Graduates in Education</td>
<td>0.0022 (0.0003)</td>
<td>-0.0001 (0.0002)</td>
<td>-0.012 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.0038 (0.0008)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruments III: Local Demographics</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
<th>Coef. StdErr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share High SES (Income)</td>
<td>0.537 (0.031)</td>
<td>-0.093 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.0913 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.0913 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.0913 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share High SES (Educ-HS)</td>
<td>-1.0714 (0.0289)</td>
<td>0.7281 (0.0209)</td>
<td>0.0461 (0.0856)</td>
<td>-0.4726 (0.0724)</td>
<td>0.823 (0.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share High SES (Educ-College)</td>
<td>1.8338 (0.0304)</td>
<td>-0.1107 (0.022)</td>
<td>3.2361 (0.0847)</td>
<td>1.1886 (0.0761)</td>
<td>20.8024 (0.9217)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Schools</td>
<td>-0.0074 (0.0004)</td>
<td>0.0552 (0.0003)</td>
<td>-0.0001 (0.0003)</td>
<td>-0.0015 (0.0001)</td>
<td>-0.0988 (0.1796)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private (Mean Others)</td>
<td>-0.0415 (0.0059)</td>
<td>0.1513 (0.0043)</td>
<td>-0.1154 (0.0276)</td>
<td>0.2028 (0.0148)</td>
<td>0.1426 (0.1529)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For-profit (Mean Others)</td>
<td>0.039 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.0277 (0.0036)</td>
<td>0.1525 (0.0142)</td>
<td>0.0671 (0.0126)</td>
<td>-4.1313 (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious (Mean Others)</td>
<td>-0.1267 (0.0185)</td>
<td>0.0144 (0.0134)</td>
<td>0.3614 (0.0522)</td>
<td>0.1409 (0.0465)</td>
<td>-3.3424 (0.5631)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS Integrated (Mean Others)</td>
<td>0.0049 (0.0055)</td>
<td>0.0295 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.1228 (0.0184)</td>
<td>0.0637 (0.0138)</td>
<td>-1.6565 (0.167)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning Shift (Mean Others)</td>
<td>-0.1225 (0.007)</td>
<td>0.0594 (0.0051)</td>
<td>-0.1391 (0.0225)</td>
<td>-0.1465 (0.0176)</td>
<td>4.5055 (0.2128)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Year FE                                   | ×            | ×            | ×            | ×            | ×            |
| School District FE                        | ×            | ×            | ×            | ×            | ×            |
| R²                                        | 0.6035       | 0.5524       | 0.2846       | 0.1299       | 0.1694       |
| F-statistic of the Excluded Instruments   | 1702.04      | 820.22       | 506.42       | 114.65       | 219.83       |
| N obs                                     | 34,572       | 34,573       | 22,921       | 34,523       | 34,573       |

Note: This tables presents the first stage for each of the endogenous school characteristics on exogenous school characteristics and the four sets of excluded instruments. Some interactions are omitted from this table. Prices are in dollars and divided by 1,000. Market shares are multiplied by 1,000. The F-statistic is reported on the excluded instruments only.

**First stage.** Table 2 presents the first stage for the five endogenous characteristics of the schools. Column (1) and (2) show the share of high SES peers in terms of income and education, column (3) shows the price, column (4) shows the quality, and column (5) shows the shares. Each regression includes five sets of variables. The first group includes the exogenous school characteristics. The other four are the groups of instruments already described. Instrument group I includes the peers’ shifters (strike instruments), the instrument group II includes the cost and quality shifters, instrument group III includes local demographics, and instrument group IV includes market structure variables: the weighted average local number of schools and the weighted average of the exogenous characteristics of the local schools. Some interactions are omitted from the table for space. In most of the cases, the instruments indicated as particularly helpful to shift certain endogenous variables are significant and have the expected sign. For each regression, I
present the F-test for the null hypothesis that the first-stage coefficients for the instruments are zero, conditional on the exogenous school characteristics. For each regression, the F-stat is large, rejecting the null hypothesis.

**Using RDs to identify price parameters.** I exploit the individual-level variation in price generated by the discontinuity in the assignment of the private voucher program. This variation is similar to a small scale voucher quasi-experiment.

The NGO that manages the program surveys all parents and keeps the information of all applicants. I match their data to administrative records (enrollment, test scores, household survey, geocoded location of the household). This allows me to map the families to the types in the model (in terms of income, education, and location) and get data on their school choice decisions.

The next section describes how I construct moments based on indirect inference (Gourieroux et al., 1996) to exploit the discontinuity in the design of the program. I include additional moments that are particularly useful at helping me identify the price sensitivity parameters. These moments also discipline the implied substitution patterns by informing on the trade-offs that families make, in terms of school characteristics, when they face different prices. A detailed discussion of the assumptions required to use this variation is provided in Appendix OA6.

**Dealing with Selection in the Scholarship Application Decisions.** The assumption that the scholarship assignment is “as-good-as-random” around the cutoff justifies its use as a source of exogenous variation in prices, and the results should be internally valid. However, the families that apply to the scholarship may come from a selected sample. This can bias the estimated demand parameters if the distribution of unobservables that define the price elasticity of the families that apply are different from the ones in the population.

It is reasonable to assume that the sample of applicants is selected. However, even under selection, the RD results contain valuable information. The challenge is that differences in observed choices between families that face different prices (families at each side of the cutoff) are affected, in part, by unobservables that affect both their selection into the program and their price elasticity. To deal with this selection problem, I implement a selection correction. I have data on the student household and the location in which they take the tests, as shown in Figure OA12. We can see that students that live closer to the test location are more likely to apply. As the distance to the test location is excluded from the school choice decision, it can be used as a valid instrument for scholarship application. This allows me to recover the distribution of unobserved preferences for schools in the sample among the scholarship applicants, and correct for selection on those unobservables that also affect the simulated price elasticities. The model for selection into the private voucher program is presented in Appendix OA7.
5.3 Estimating the School Observable Quality and Peer Effects

Value-added. To take the model in to the data I start from a general model of value-added, using the regression:

$$Y_{ijt} = X_{it}^{VA} \beta + \theta_{jt} + \epsilon_{ijt}$$ (12)

The value-added of the school is $\theta_{jt}$, which can be obtained either by random or fixed effects and using different methods for adjustment (see Kane and Staiger (2008) and Chetty et al. (2014)). There are two key identifying assumptions behind this specification. The first one is Selection on observables, which implies that the potential outcomes are independent of the school chosen, conditional on observed characteristics. The second one is the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA), which implies that the treatment applied to one unit does not affect the outcome of another unit.

Regarding the first assumption, the most widely used measure of value-added is the one that includes lagged values of the outcome, $Y_{ijt-1}$, in $X_{it}^{VA}$. Chetty et al. (2014) claim that selection on observables is more plausible for test scores than for longer-run outcomes for which lagged measures of the dependent variable are not available, and Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2019) find similar results when using rank-ordered control functions to construct selection-corrected estimates of value-added (there is less bias in outcomes for which there are lagged observations). Nevertheless, this measure may still be biased due to sorting (e.g., Rothstein (2006)). Recent evidence suggests that selection on observables can be a reasonable assumption: in comparisons to lotteries, value-added measures accurately predict the random assignment but are not perfectly unbiased (Deming, 2014; Angrist et al., 2016, 2017).

Unfortunately, lagged test scores are only available for one cohort in Peru. Following Neilson (2013) I will estimate value-added without lagged test scores but using an exceptionally rich set of controls for academic results, which include detailed information on socioeconomic background (including detailed parents’ education, households structure, family composition, and assets), health at birth (Behrman and Rosenzweig, 2004; Currie, 2011; Almond and Currie, 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2013) and health and development records under 6 years old. In the results section, I show an approach to validate the value-added estimation comparing the estimated value-added with and without lagged test scores.

Separating the School Observable Quality and Peer Effects. Regarding the second assumption, SUTVA, it is well known that $\theta_{jt}$ will capture: i) School inputs (teacher-pupil ratio, teacher quality, motivation, infrastructure, principal quality), ii) the effects of the student body on test scores and iii) a student-school specific match not captured by $X_{it}^{VA}$ (I ignore this for now). As we have evidence that peer effects may be important for student outcomes, it is likely that the SUTVA assumption is not met. Moreover, I need a measure for school quality that is separate from the effects of the peers, so I can include the student body as separate characteristics in the utility function.

To solve this I separate the school observable quality and peer effects in a second stage.\footnote{This is suggested but not implemented by Altonji et al. (2015) due to a lack of data} In a first stage,
\( \hat{\theta}_{jt} \) is estimated using Equation 1. In a second stage, I project \( \hat{\theta}_j \) into peers and inputs as in Equation 2, plus a school fixed effect.

\[
\hat{\theta}_{jt} = z_{jt}' \pi_j^z + I_{jt}' \pi^I + \alpha_j + \epsilon_{jt}
\] (13)

I use the instrumental variables in Section OA6.1 to identify the effects of the student body composition on the measure for value-added. Then, I recover \( \mu_{jt} \) by subtracting the predicted contribution of peers to value-added, \( z_{jt}(\tau)' \hat{\pi}_j^z \), from \( \hat{\theta}_{jt} \).\(^{21}\)

5.4 Estimation of the Demand and Supply Models

I augment the school choice model in Neilson (2013) to include the student body composition and estimate the supply side taking the cream-skimming incentives into account. I estimate the parameters from the utility equation and the marginal costs by using a method of moments estimator. I have three sets of parameters: the linear parameters in the utility function (\( \theta_1 = \beta^r \)), the non-linear parameters in the utility function (\( \theta_2 = \tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}^q, \tilde{\beta}^z, \tilde{\beta}^d \)) and the marginal cost function parameters (\( \theta_3 = \gamma \)). This method combines the aggregate, micro, and IV (demand) moments in Berry et al. (2004) with moments that exploit the discontinuous variation in price generated by the scholarship assignment and IV (supply) moments in Berry et al. (1995), in which I exploit the orthogonality between unobserved costs and the instruments. I use the following moments:

i) Share Matching Moments. I need to choose the parameters such that for each year and school the model matches the predicted school market shares to observed shares. These moments will help me in identifying the \( z_{jt} \) parameters, where \( s^k_{jt}(\theta_2) \) is the expression \( s^k_{jt}(\mu, p, z^y, z^e) \) in Section 4.2.

\[
G_1(\theta_2) = s^k_{jt} - s^k_{jt}(\theta_2)
\] (14)

ii) Micro Moments. With these moments, the model will choose parameters to fit the expected characteristics of the chosen schools (in terms of quality, student body, price, and distance) in each market, in each period, and for each type \( k \), to the characteristics in the data. These moments are particularly useful for identifying the preferences of different observed family types and for observed school characteristics. From the microdata, I have \( N_m \) observations in market \( m \) of students identified as type \( k \) at time \( t \) and their choices. I use the empirical averages of the quality, price, and distance chosen by these families and compare them to the simulated characteristic given the parameters of the model. This comparison defines moments for price, peers, quality, and distance:

\[
G^2_q(\theta_2) = \sum_{i \in N^m_{kl}} q_{ik} - \sum_n \sum_{j} S^q_{nj}(\theta_2) \cdot w^m_{nk} \cdot q_{jn}
\] (15)

\(^{21}\) As discussed by Altonji et al. (2015) I deal with the reflection problem in Manski (1993) with the instruments discussed in detail in Section OA6.1. The second step, in which I recover \( \mu_{jt} \) will capture the vector of reduced-form coefficients of a model with reflection.
Same for price, peers (income and education), and distance. \( N_{m,t}^f \) are schools in each year \( t \) and market \( m \).

### iii) Selection Correction for Scholarship Application Moments:

In these set of moments, I exploit distance to the location of the scholarship application site as a special regressor that enters into the application decision, but is excluded from the school choice one. The moment conditions are given by the score of the likelihood with respect to the cost of application parameters, which is described in detail in Appendix OA7:

\[
G^3(\theta_2, \eta) = \frac{1}{N_s} \nabla_{\eta} \sum_i \log \ell_i(\theta_2, \eta)
\]  

These moments are useful at identifying the cost of application parameters, and allow me to recover the distribution of unobservable preferences for the schools in the network for the scholarship applicants.

### iv) Regression Discontinuity Quasi-experimental Moments.

In this set of moments, I exploit the scholarship program as a voucher quasi-experiment, under the assumption that the price change around the cutoffs is as good as random. This moment would require the parameters in the model to match the model’s predictions for the difference in the choice probabilities above and below the threshold to the estimates from the Regression Discontinuities. These moments are useful for identifying the price sensitivity of choices.

The estimated effect of getting the scholarship on the characteristics of the schools chosen using the discontinuities as an instrument for price is given by \( \hat{\beta}_{1RD} = (X'ZWZ'Z)^{-1}(X'ZWZ'Y_l) \), where \( l \) are the school characteristics: quality, price, peers (income and education), and distance. The moment condition requires that the coefficients obtained from the administrative datasets satisfy the IV moment conditions using the simulated outcome:

\[
G^4(\theta_2) = \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_{s=1}^{N_s} (Z'(Y_{l}^{sim}(\theta_2) - X\hat{\beta}_{1RD}'))'WZ'(Y_{l}^{sim}(\theta_2) - X\hat{\beta}_{1RD}')
\]  

Where \( Y_{l}^{sim}(\theta_2) \) is the vector of simulated characteristics of the schools chosen by families in the scholarship sample. These simulated characteristics include the selection correction in terms of the distribution of unobservable preferences for the network of schools that accept the scholarship. The detailed simulation procedure is detailed in Appendix OA7.

### v) Instrumental Variables Moments.

I use two sets of IV moments: the ones for the demand unobservable (\( \xi_{jt} \)) and the ones from the pricing and quality decisions (\( \omega_{jt} \) and \( \psi_{jt} \)). These moments express the orthogonality between the demand and cost side unobservable and the chosen instruments. In terms of the demand parameters, these moments are particularly useful at identifying the random coefficients in preferences, and in terms of the supply, this is the key variation to identify the cost parameters.

\[
G^5(\theta_2) = (\xi_{jt}, \omega_{jt}, \Delta\psi_{jt})' \cdot IV'
\]
To construct these moments, \( \xi_j \) can be isolated by inverting the share equation as in Berry et al. (1995), and \( \omega_j \) can be isolated from the FOC. Note that this implementation exploits the panel nature of the data, recovering a fixed school level unobservable that impacts the cost of quality (\( \bar{\psi}_j \)). Then, I exploit the orthogonality between the residual error and the instruments. Appendix OA8 provides details on how the estimation is implemented.

6 Results from the Model

Results for the Student Outcomes Model. Table OA1 shows the regressions to estimate the value-added of the schools. These are estimates of test scores on a vector of individual student-level characteristics. School value-added is estimated as the school and year fixed effect. Column (1) shows the main specification, which is estimated using data from 2014 to 2018 and is the one used in the model. In order to validate my estimates of value-added I also estimate value-added using lagged test scores for the cohort for which they are available (2018), and compare the two results. This is shown in Figure OA4 and in columns 2 and 3 of Table OA1. The results do not display relevant changes between one specification and the other, and the plot shows a close and almost unbiased correlation between the two measures.

Panel G in Table 3 shows the instrumental variables estimate for the peer effects. The instruments used are the ones presented in Table 2, which should address some of the methodological challenges described in the literature. For each of the three value-added specifications, the peer effects are positive and significant.

Results for the Demand Model. Table 3 presents results for the estimated parameters for the school choice demand model. Panel A shows the results for the linear parameters \( \theta_1 \) (or mean preferences) for the main school attributes. All the attributes present the expected signs: parents value the school value-added and high SES peers, and do not like price and schools that are far from their home. Panel B shows the \( \theta_2 \) parameters, which capture the observed heterogeneity in preferences. More educated families put a higher weight on value-added and educated peers, and are less sensitive to price and distance. However, they put a larger negative weight on poor peers. On the other side, poor families care less about value-added, are more sensitive to price and distance, and care less about the peers (they put less positive weight on peers with more educated mothers and less negative weight on peers from poor families). Panel C shows the unobserved heterogeneity in preferences. We see that for all attributes, there is heterogeneity in preferences that is not explained by observable characteristics. Finally, panel D shows the parameters that describe the private voucher application cost.

Panel (b) in Figure OA4 shows the distribution of elasticities. The mean absolute value lies slightly below 2. Almost 90% of the estimated elasticities are above 1 in absolute value. The highest value for the elasticities is close to 3.5. In most settings, there are no prices for schools, implying that demand estimates for education are usually expressed in terms of willingness to travel. Then, there are not many results from other settings to compare these estimates. These results are consistent with the restrictions discussed in Section 2: under the estimated parameters, peers and value-added are direct substitutes in demand, while prices are direct complements in demand with peers. Both prices and peers are strategic complements in
Table 3: Model Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>βq</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>(0.421)</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>1.285</td>
<td>(0.555)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>βp</td>
<td>-1.923</td>
<td>(0.764)</td>
<td>Educ.</td>
<td>ηe</td>
<td>-0.987</td>
<td>(0.288)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Income)</td>
<td>βy</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>(0.171)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>ηd</td>
<td>1.243</td>
<td>(0.491)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Educ.)</td>
<td>βe</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>(0.414)</td>
<td>Alloc.</td>
<td>ηs</td>
<td>-0.728</td>
<td>(0.112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>βd</td>
<td>-2.323</td>
<td>(0.251)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>βq_y</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>(0.231)</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>γq</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td>(0.437)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers’ Ed.</td>
<td>βq_e</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>(0.162)</td>
<td>Other Characteristics</td>
<td>γe</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>α_y</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>(0.334)</td>
<td>For-profit</td>
<td>ηy</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Income)</td>
<td>βy</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>(0.221)</td>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>ηr</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>(0.325)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers’ Ed.</td>
<td>βe</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>(0.252)</td>
<td>HS Integrated</td>
<td>ηh</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>(0.320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Educ.)</td>
<td>βe</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
<td>Morning Shift</td>
<td>ηm</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>(0.126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>βd_y</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>(0.217)</td>
<td>Chain A (Innova)</td>
<td>ηa</td>
<td>-0.264</td>
<td>(0.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Income)</td>
<td>βe_z</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>(0.092)</td>
<td>Chain B (Saco Oliveros)</td>
<td>ηb</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>(0.245)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>βd_e</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>(0.301)</td>
<td>Chain D (Trilce)</td>
<td>ηc</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Corr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chain Other</td>
<td>ηo</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>(0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Constant (Mean Market FE)</td>
<td>ψj</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Means</td>
<td>m_y</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>(0.077)</td>
<td>Constant (Mean Market FE)</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Educ.)</td>
<td>m_e</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>(0.092)</td>
<td>Peers (Income)</td>
<td>π_y</td>
<td>1.728</td>
<td>(0.533)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Educ.)</td>
<td>m_e_z</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>Peers (Educ)</td>
<td>π_e</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>(0.672)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Corr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peers (Income × Education)</td>
<td>π_y_e</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>(0.207)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Network</td>
<td>c_s</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>(0.183)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Income)</td>
<td>π_y</td>
<td>1.728</td>
<td>(0.533)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Education)</td>
<td>π_e</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>(0.672)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers (Income × Education)</td>
<td>π_y_e</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>(0.207)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain Other</td>
<td>ηo</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>(0.069)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The table presents results from the estimation using thirty-nine markets. Random coefficients have a lognormal distribution, and the simulation is done using the sparse grid rule of Heiss and Winschel (2008) for dimension 4 with the Gauss-Hermite rule. Market FE and Mean Firm Effects are shown to give a sense of the magnitude.

demand.

Results for the Supply Model. Panels E and F in Table 3 show the estimates for the supply model. As expected, providing quality is costly for the schools, increasing marginal costs. There are also systematic differences in costs faced by schools in different markets. For-profit schools have higher marginal costs, religious schools have lower marginal costs, schools that are integrated with a high school and schools that operate in the morning and offer a complete school day schedule have higher marginal costs. All of the chain effects are negative, suggesting scale economies of managing a network of schools.

Panel (c) in Figure OA4 shows the distribution of the estimated fixed cost of increasing quality. The results display substantial heterogeneity in the estimated values, suggesting large differences in school productivity. In Appendix OA9 I examine model fit, using the estimated parameters to simulate equilibrium outcomes and compare simulated to observed outcomes.

7 Counterfactual Analysis of Education Policies

In this section, I use the estimated model to simulate the effects of counterfactual education policies on equilibrium outcomes and to examine the implications for relevant policy objectives. I also decompose the school incentives into the direct and strategic effects of the social interactions from the theoretical model. Then I characterize how they correlate with local market conditions in order to better understand the cir-
cumstances under which they are likely to play an important role in the distribution of academic outcomes.

**Policy objectives.** The estimated model can be used to analyze counterfactual policies in equilibrium and guide the design of public policies. A relevant question is what outcomes should be used to compare alternative policies. I will focus on two metrics that are relevant form the social planner’s point of view, which are commonly used in the public finance literature. The first is a measure of equity of the policy, defined as the reduction in the gap in access to VA by families of low and high SES (in terms of their income). The second is a measure of efficiency of the policy, defined as the mean increase in quality (which in turn affects the value-added). In all the simulations, the ex-ante budgets of policies are held fixed. However, the policies could differ in their ex-post budgets due to incomplete take-up of the policy. To compare the policies by the dollar spent, I also present a measure of the efficiency measure that considers the ex-post cost of the policy. Panel (c) in Figure OA1 shows these outcomes in the baseline, including the whole distribution of value added by SES.

A usual approach in the literature is to look at the welfare impact of policies based on revealed preference theory. I would be reluctant to do that in this context. The parameters in Table 3 are the ones that rationalize agents’ observed actions. These parameters should be invariant to the proposed counterfactuals and can be used for a positive analysis of demand and supply. However, it is harder to interpret them as parameters of indirect utility for welfare analysis. Behavioral biases and information frictions—which, as discussed in Section OA5, have been extensively described in education—complicate the use of welfare measures. Instead, I focus on the measures of equity and efficiency proposed above and interpret the parameters as the weights that families put on school characteristics rather than preferences.

### 7.1 Solving for New Equilibriums

In all of the exercises, a counterfactual equilibrium is defined as a set of individual choice probabilities \( \{ s \} \), and schools’ student body compositions \( \{ z^y, z^e \} \), prices \( \{ p \} \), and qualities \( \{ \mu \} \) that satisfy the properties listed in Section 4.4. I search for a local equilibrium allowing schools to iteratively adjust their first order conditions in small steps. To compute a new equilibrium, I iterate on the following steps, where for each iteration \( t \) I proceed as follows:

**Step 1.** Simulate the schools’ student body compositions \( \{ z^y_t, z^e_t \} \) from the individual choice probabilities \( s_t \) given the policy in place \( (\tau) \) and the vectors of prices and qualities \( p_{t-1} \) and \( \mu_{t-1} \). This step requires solving the fixed point problem in Equation 5, because families choose schools based on their expectation for the student body, which in turn depends on the choices of families. I proceed by: (i) computing simulated individual choice probabilities under the new policy for the student body composition at the starting

---

22 It is important to note that all the changes in the value-added as a response to the policies studied in this paper are through changes in quality. While peers can change as a response to the policies, the population of students and their characteristics are fixed in the market. As the peer effects are modeled as linear and I rule out heterogeneity, the policies can have an equity impact through the redistribution of the peer effects, but there can not be a system-wide increase in value-added due to peers.

23 See Finkelstein et al. (2019) and Hendren (2018) for a discussion on the limitations of willingness to pay estimations inferred from revealed preferences as the welfare-relevant metric for a normative analysis.

24 This type of behavior includes myopic behavior, inattention, complexity, all of which can vary by SES.
point, (ii) computing the implied student body composition for each school from individual choice probabilities, (iii) computing simulated individual choice probabilities under the updated student body, (iv) repeating (ii)-(iii) until convergence of the student body compositions.

**Step 2.** Simulate the quality investment decision for each school $\mu^*_i$, by computing the optimal quality in Equation 9 using the simulated student body compositions and individual choice probabilities from Step 1.ii-iii. This step requires solving for the change in second stage prices when quality changes and the total derivative of the shares with respect to quality, as described in Appendix OA4.2.

**Step 3.** Simulate the pricing decision for each school $p^*_i$, by using the student body compositions and individual choice probabilities from Step 1.ii and 1.iii and the qualities from Step 2 to compute the pricing equation in Equation 6. This step requires solving for the total derivative of the shares with respect to prices, as described in Appendix OA4.1.

**Step 4.** Compute the price and quality vectors for the next iteration by taking a small step $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ towards the simulated prices and qualities: $p_i = \alpha p^*_i + (1 - \alpha)p_{i-1}$ $\mu_i = \alpha \mu^*_i + (1 - \alpha)\mu_{i-1}$.

**Step 4.** Repeat Steps 1-4 until convergence of the simulated prices and qualities.

The procedure described in the previous section implies solving for a fixed point in each step of the simulation, independently for each market. This slows down the computation of counterfactuals. This version of the paper presents results for a specific market: the city of Cuzco. Figure OA5, panel (a) shows the distribution of private and public schools in the city. Panel (b) shows the distribution of family income.

### 7.2 Decomposition of Schools’ Incentives

I presented a summary of the decomposition of the school incentives in Figure 1 in Section 2. Here I specify the three scenarios that I simulated in order to compute those results:

**Baseline scenario under market power.** I start by computing a counterfactual in which the demand for schools does not respond to the student body and in which there are no strategic effects in the schools’ first-order conditions. I eliminate the differences in the student body composition between schools by setting them equal to the share of students of each type in the market. I then simulate the individual choice probabilities and market shares for each school and compute the total derivatives of the shares using only the direct effects.25 I then compute the price markups, quality markdowns, and find the equilibrium qualities and equilibrium prices. Finally, I recompute the equilibrium individual choice probabilities and student body compositions to simulate the distribution of value-added of the schools chosen, which combines the school quality and the contribution of the student body.

**Direct social effects.** I then compute a counterfactual in which the demand for schools includes the student body, but the schools do not respond strategically. Then, the indirect effects in the first-order conditions are ignored. I simulate the individual choice probabilities and market shares, including the student

---

25This includes term (a) for price and terms (f), (a), (g) for quality.
body composition terms, but again compute the total derivatives of the shares using only the direct effects (which have changed with respect to the basic scenario due to changes in demand). I then compute the price markups, quality markdowns, and find the equilibrium qualities and equilibrium prices. Finally, I simulate the value-added distributions of the schools chosen.

Direct + strategic social effects. Finally, I look at a counterfactual in which both the demand for schools includes the student body, and the schools respond strategically. The first-order conditions include both the direct and indirect effects. I simulate the individual choice probabilities and market shares, including the student body composition terms, and compute the complete version of the total derivatives of the shares using both the direct and indirect effects. I compute the price markups, quality markdowns, and find the equilibrium qualities and equilibrium prices. Finally, I simulate the value-added distributions of the schools chosen.

7.3 Evaluation of Counterfactual Education Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Counterfactual in the model</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Universal Vouchers</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Subsidies for all students ( v_i = \sigma )</td>
<td>US(i), Denmark, NZ, Holland, Sweeden(iv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Targeted Vouchers</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Subsidies for poor students ( v_i = \sigma \times 1 { x_i^f = 0 } )</td>
<td>Chile(iii), Colombia(v), US(v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Scholarships</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Subsidies for skilled students ( v_i = \sigma \times 1 { x_i^f = 1 } )</td>
<td>US, Peru (Private)(vi), UK (Public)(vii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Tuition tax deductions</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Subsidies for non-poor students ( v_i = \sigma \times 1 { x_i^f = 1 } )</td>
<td>US(viii), UK, Dominican Rep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Public school investment</td>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Change in market structure ( \Omega'<em>{it} = \Omega</em>{it} \cup f', \mu_j &gt; \mu_j )</td>
<td>New York, Dominican Rep.(ix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Land lease subsidies</td>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Entry incentives ( \Delta \text{ in } F_{it} \implies \Omega''<em>{it} = \Omega</em>{it} \cup f'' )</td>
<td>India(x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(i\)In the US, fifteen states and Washington, D.C., have school voucher programs, see Epple et al. (2017) for more details. \(ii\)All of these countries have large-scale voucher programs. For a review, see Epple et al. (2017). \(iii\)See Neilson (2013), Aguirre (2017) and Sánchez (2017) for a detailed description of the targeted voucher program in Chile. \(iv\)See (Angrist et al., 2002). \(v\)Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island have vouchers targeted to poor students or students enrolled in low performing schools. \(vi\)The Walton Family Foundation in the US and Peru Champs in Peru. \(vii\)179 selective Direct Grant Grammar Schools existed in the UK between 1945 and 1976. 25% of the spots were given in the form of scholarships, directly funded by the Central Government. The rest of the spots had fees, which were paid by the Local Education Authority or private pupils. \(viii\)The most generous k-12 private school expenses state tax deduction programs are Louisiana and Wisconsin. At the Federal level, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 allows parents to use up to $10,000 per year from a 529 account to cover private K–12 expenses. \(ix\)See Dinerstein et al. (2017) for a description on funding rules reform in New York and Dinerstein et al. (2019) for a description of the construction program in the Dominican Republic and implied changes in market structure. \(x\)As described by Rao (2019), many private schools in Delhi operate on land leased from the state (decades ago) in perpetuity at highly subsidized rates.

I look at six counterfactual policies summarized in Table 4. The third column describes the general mechanism through which the policy operates: four policies change the incentives for families to choose schools (whose aggregate behavior affects supply incentives indirectly), and two policies that change supply through either direct or indirect changes in market structure. The fourth column provides details on
the mechanism through which the policy changes agents’ decisions. The last column provides examples of real-world applications of these policies. As mentioned, all of these policies are implemented under a fixed budget\textsuperscript{26}. Details on the assumptions for policy simulation are provided in Appendix OA10.

**Simulation Results.** The results for the simulations are shown in Figure 4 and Table OA2. Table OA2 reports the distribution of the changes in the value-added of the schools chosen by families of low and high income, the reduction in the value-added income gap, and the mean quality provided by the schools chosen by families in the market. The last two columns show the ex-ante cost of the policy (as a fraction of the original budget for policy I) and the ex-post cost of the policy, which can vary due to incomplete policy take-up.

**Figure 4: Counterfactuals**

Panel (c) in Figure 5 displays the policies in an equity and efficiency framework. The x-axis shows the mean increase in quality, and the y-axis shows the reduction in the SES value-added gap. For the filled circles, the increase in the mean quality is divided by the share of the budget spent ex-post.

Overall, the results show that the policy that performs best in terms of equity is targeted vouchers, but, relative to other policies, it is quite inefficient. The policy that performs best in terms of efficiency is an entry subsidy to high-quality private schools, but it has only a moderate performance in terms of equity. The rest of the policies range between these two extreme cases.

To understand the role of social interactions, Figure 5 shows the heterogeneity in the effects of targeted vouchers on the value-added chosen under a simulation that ignores social interactions (light line) and one that takes into account social interactions (dark line). The figures show that ignoring social interactions leads to an underestimate of the change in value-added for the low SES families and an overestimation of

\textsuperscript{26}The policies are implemented so that under certain assumptions, the budget falls in a [-0.1,0.1] orders of magnitude of the budget of the first counterfactual. Details are provided in the Appendix.
the change in the value-added for families of high SES. In addition, it ignores large distributional effects: when social interactions are relevant, price and value-added dispersion go up significantly. Two economic forces explain the increase in quality dispersion. The first is a redistribution of good peers that arises because of different responses to targeted vouchers by eligible (low-income) families with low and high human capital. Low-income families with high human capital are more sensitive to quality and less sensitive to distance than low human capital families. This makes them more likely to take-up the vouchers and leave to a higher quality school. This redistribution of peers hurts the low-income, low human capital families left behind, increasing the inequality within low-income families. As the number of good peers is fixed in the market, this is a zero-sum redistribution.

The second is a redistribution of market power. In the absence of the policy, schools have local market power to markdown quality because of geographic differentiation. Low-quality schools (which are likely to have high costs of increasing quality) can survive in the market because higher quality alternatives may be far and/or charge a higher price, making them less attractive to low-income families who are sensitive to distance and price. When targeted vouchers eliminate price differences for low-income families, the ones with high human capital are more likely to take-up the program and move to a higher quality private school, potentially located farther away. Low quality schools may choose to compete only for the low human capital families after the policy, lowering quality further. The logic is that pre voucher, the potential demand from high human capital low-income families provides incentives for the provision of a certain level of quality. When these families leave, and if it is too costly for the school to raise the quality to compete to keep them, the school may choose to serve the quality inelastic low human capital families providing a lower level of quality. Then, the low-income, low-education are exposed to low value-added, both because they were left behind with worse peers and because the schools in which they stayed became worst.

On the other hand, families who take up the voucher and go to a better school (who are more likely to be low-income families with high-education) directly benefit from their choice, and potentially benefit other high-education families indirectly by increasing the competitive pressure for the schools in the neighborhood, exacerbating the dispersion among voucher eligible families.

**The Equity Efficiency Trade-off and the Combined use of Policies.** The results show that targeted vouchers perform well on average in terms of improving equity, but the effects are heterogeneous. The policy combines gains and losses, to which social interactions have a substantial contribution. In this section, I use the model to understand when are those losses more relevant. Then, I use that intuition to propose and evaluate an alternative allocation of the budget to improve the results in the previous section.

The discussion on introducing market incentives in education usually focuses on the impact evaluation of isolated policies. However, different policies may provide incentives that work in different dimensions, 

---

27 (Hastings et al., 2017) describe a similar equilibrium in which some firms choose to compete for price inelastic individuals and charge the highest possible fee. In their settings, fees have two parts and there are caps. Then, the existence of that equilibrium imposes a numerical problem to find the solution: these firms best respond by charging fees on the boundary, so solutions to the zeros of the gradient of the profit functions may not exist. In this setting, there are no restrictions on the values that quality can take, which would be the equivalent problem. Then, I do not have the same problem to find the equilibrium in this paper.
The mechanisms that shape the incentives in the model suggest that vouchers cannot increase efficiency if there are no potential high-quality schools options, if there are not enough eligible families who get the voucher in order to put enough competitive pressure on the existing schools to increase their quality or, if it is too costly for the existing schools to increase quality. On the other hand, entry subsidies will not provide incentives for firms that have low costs of providing quality to enter in low-income neighborhoods if there is no willingness to pay for their higher quality services or if they cannot exploit the strategic social incentives. This logic suggests that the incentives in these policies could complement each other to improve the results.

Motivated by these ideas, I simulate counterfactuals in which I assign a share of the budget to vouchers and the rest to entry subsidies. In the first simulation I assign 2/3 of the budget to targeted vouchers (policy II) and 1/3 of the budget to land lease subsidies for private schools (policy VI). I call this counterfactual *Combined policies A*. In the second simulation, I reverse the previous assignment and allocate 1/3 of the budget to policy II and 2/3 of the budget to policy VI. I call this counterfactual *Combined policies B*.

Panel C in Figure 5 shows that the combined policies outperform the linear combination of them in an equity and efficiency framework. The voucher increases the willingness to pay in low-income neighborhoods and eliminates the strategic responses to social interactions by closing the gap in the willingness to pay between families of low and high SES. This promotes the entry of effective schools in low-income neighborhoods, which families can attend without paying a high price or traveling a long distance. This is one example of the potential that the model has to understand families’ responses and school incentives,
which can be used to explore how to design education policies to improve the distribution of outcomes.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, I study families’ preferences for peers and the implications for the distribution of academic outcomes. Despite the fact that policies that promote school choice are widespread and have been implemented for a long time in education markets all around the world, there is disagreement about their effects. Moreover, the design of the policies often lacks sophistication and is not adapted to the local market conditions. Despite efforts to reduce inequality, inadequate policy design may lead to unintended consequences, like high levels of socioeconomic sorting, low levels of provided quality, and inequality in the access to schools with high value-added.

In this paper, I developed an equilibrium model of school competition and student sorting under social interactions. The model connects the theoretical and empirical school choice literature by embedding social interactions in an environment in which schools compete for kids to study the implications for student sorting, school pricing, the provision of education quality, and, finally, the distribution of academic outcomes in equilibrium.

I exploit the estimated model in a variety of ways. First, I use it to decompose the mechanisms that shape market power and the incentives of private schools under social interactions, decomposing school incentives into the contribution of baseline market power due to geographic differentiation, direct changes in market power that results from stronger differentiation due to families’ preferences for peers, and changes due to the schools’ strategic responses to those preferences. To summarize the impact on equilibrium outcomes, I use the model to decompose the market power in price and quality and the income gap in the value-added chosen by families in equilibrium. I find that schools have significant market power in the baseline scenario: on average, prices are marked-up 16.3% and qualities are marked-down 11.5% with respect to the quantities schools would have chosen under perfect competition, in the absence of horizontal differentiation. The direct social effect makes price markups increase by 19.7 p.p. and quality markdowns increase, in absolute terms, by 18.4 p.p., expanding the gap in value-added by 20.3 p.p. The strategic social effect contributes to markup increases of 3.4 p.p. and a decrease in markdowns of 1.9 p.p. However, there is substantial heterogeneity in the responses of schools that serve low and high SES families, generating a relevant increase in the income gap in access to value-added of 9.0 p.p.

Second, I use the model as a framework to evaluate and improve the design of education policies. I first look at the bias in the policy evaluation when social interactions are ignored. While the mean effects are not systematically different, the naive evaluation misses important distributional effects. Then, I use the model to analyze the effects of a set of counterfactual education policies in equilibrium. I find that different public policies have heterogeneous effects, combining individual gains and losses. Based on the simulations from the model, I compare the performance of policies in terms of equity and efficiency. Finally, I show that the equity and efficiency frontier can be potentially expanded by combining policies that have complementary effects.
The analysis in this paper is important to make progress on understanding the industrial organization of the education sector. Education, as well as other markets, can be affected by social interactions, which are relevant for the production of education, student sorting, and schools’ supply responses. While these concepts had been discussed in the theoretical literature, few papers take an empirical approach to study school incentives to provide quality, and, to the best of my knowledge, none of these have embedded social interactions in the model to study the implications over how schools compete and the distribution of outcomes in equilibrium. In this paper, I show how a combination of a theoretical framework, a setting well fitted for the question, careful research design, and extensive micro-data can inform the design of education policies in choice-oriented education markets, by identifying relevant economic forces at work, and by measuring its implications and their relationship to relevant features of education markets.

The final comment is on avenues for future research. I this paper, I take the market structure of the education market as given. More work is needed to incorporate the dynamic aspect of the interaction between school incentives, social interactions, and public policies, all of which may have a fundamental role in shaping the structure of education markets. A promising future avenue for work is to extend the model to account for endogenous entry of schools. That framework can be used to answer other questions related to schools’ incentives for entry and exit in certain neighborhoods under social interactions, the interaction between schools supply decisions and residential segregation, and the implication that these choices have for the inequality in the access to school quality and the academic achievement of low and high-income kids.
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### Table OA1: Estimation of School Value Added

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VA-I (Full Period)</th>
<th>VA-I (2016 and 2018)</th>
<th>VA-II (2016 and 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coef. StdErr</td>
<td>Coef. StdErr</td>
<td>Coef. StdErr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Score Language</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>0.325 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Score Math</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>0.289 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Language - Non Spanish</td>
<td>-0.155 (0.017)</td>
<td>-0.269 (0.019)</td>
<td>-0.165 (0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.028 (0.002)</td>
<td>-0.014 (0.002)</td>
<td>-0.028 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>-0.070 (0.002)</td>
<td>-0.084 (0.003)</td>
<td>-0.056 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s Educ - Prim. Comp.</td>
<td>0.046 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.063 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.036 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s Educ - Sec. Comp.</td>
<td>0.116 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.124 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.076 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s Educ - HE 2Y Comp.</td>
<td>0.189 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.210 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.125 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s Educ - HE 4Y Comp.</td>
<td>0.223 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.254 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.142 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s Educ - Prim. Comp.</td>
<td>-0.040 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.028 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.023 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s Educ - Sec. Comp.</td>
<td>0.031 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.096 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.065 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s Educ - HE 2Y Comp.</td>
<td>0.097 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.176 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.113 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s Educ - HE 4Y Comp.</td>
<td>0.141 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.240 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.147 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>0.047 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.045 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.021 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Weight (kg)</td>
<td>0.093 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.113 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.059 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Birth Weight (kg))^2</td>
<td>-0.007 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.009 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.005 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Gestation</td>
<td>0.065 (0.013)</td>
<td>0.096 (0.017)</td>
<td>0.063 (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Birth Gestation)^2</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Birth</td>
<td>0.001 (0.039)</td>
<td>0.073 (0.049)</td>
<td>0.038 (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of siblings</td>
<td>-0.042 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.042 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.023 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin</td>
<td>-0.044 (0.040)</td>
<td>0.045 (0.050)</td>
<td>0.028 (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Mother’s Age</td>
<td>0.015 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.017 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.007 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Birth Mother’s Age)^2</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Father’s Age</td>
<td>0.004 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.006 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Birth Father’s Age)^2</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R^2</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N obs</td>
<td>873,966</td>
<td>873,966</td>
<td>873,966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table presents regression results for estimates of test scores on a vector of individual student-level characteristics. School quality is estimated as the school and year fixed effect (not presented in this table). VA-I uses only non-academic student characteristics as explanatory variables, VA-II also includes lagged test scores.
Table OA2: Counterfactuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>VA-Low SES</th>
<th>VA-High SES</th>
<th>Value Added</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p25</td>
<td>p50</td>
<td>p75</td>
<td>p25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Flat Vouchers</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Targeted Vouchers</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Scholarships</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Tuition tax deductions</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-a</td>
<td>Public school invest. A</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-b</td>
<td>Public school invest. B</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Land lease subsidies</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Non-linear subsidies</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II+VI-a</td>
<td>(2/3-1/3)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II+VI-b</td>
<td>(1/3-2/3)</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows the results for the simulations of the counterfactuals described in Table 4. Columns (1)-(6) report the distribution of the changes in the value-added of the schools chosen by families of low and high income, column (7) shows the reduction in the value-added income gap, column (8) shows the mean quality provided by the schools chosen by families in the market, column (9) shows the ex-ante cost of the policy (as a fraction of the original budget for policy I), and column 10 shows the ex-post cost of the policy. The last two columns may differ due to incomplete policy take-up.

Figure OA1: Private Education in Peru

Notes: The data in the left panel comes from the Ministry of Education of Peru and represents first-grade enrollment. The data in the second panel comes from the World Bank.

Figure OA2: Wage Index by Node and Year (Cuzco)

Notes: This figure shows the distance weighted public school teacher wage index for the nodes of the city of Cuzco. The wage index is constructed by associating each public teacher contract and the wage paid to a specific latitude and longitude, and the, for each node, averaging the hourly payment in all the contracts in 1km, using linear distance weights.
**Figure OA3: Evolution of Wages and Contract Types**

(a) Mean wages for non-tenured teachers  
(b) Mean wages for tenured teachers  
(c) Type of teacher contract, by year  
(d) Mean wages by performance group

*Notes:* Panels (a) and (b) in this figure display the evolution of the mean wages for teachers under tenured and non-tenured contracts. Panel (c) shows the evolution of the number of contracts by contract type. Groups 1 to 4 and greater than 4 represent tenure contracts. Non-tenured contracts are aggregated into one group. Panel (d) shows the evolution of mean wages by performance group type for tenured contracts.

**Figure OA4: Model Results**

(a) Estimated Value-added  
(b) Price Elasticities  
(c) Fixed Cost of Quality

*Notes:* Panel (a) shows a binned scatter plot for two measures of value-added using data for 2018. The measure in the x-axis is VA-I, which uses only non-academic student characteristics as explanatory variables. The measure in the y-axis is VA-II, which also includes lagged test scores. The regressions with which these measures are obtained are presented in Table OA1. Panel (b) shows the distribution of the price elasticities implied by the demand parameters. Panel (c) shows the distribution of the estimated fixed cost of increasing quality, $\bar{\psi}_j$, for private schools.

**Figure OA5: Market for Counterfactual Policy Simulation (Cuzco)**

(a) Distribution of Private and Public Schools  
(b) Distribution of Family Income

*Notes:* These figures describe the urban education market of Cuzco, which will be used to compute the counterfactual simulations. Panel (a) shows the distribution of public and private schools in the market. Panel (b) displays the geographic distribution of family income in the market.
Notes: This figure displays results for model fit. Predicted values are calculated as detailed in Section OA9, using estimates from the model described in section 6. Panel (a)-(c) display observed and predicted values of the micro-moments for value-added, price, and distance for each market, averaged across years. Panel (d) displays observed and predicted regression discontinuity moments. Panel (e) and (f) display the observed and predicted values for the prices and qualities for one market (Cuzco)
OA2  Additional Details on the Setting

OA2.1  More Details on the Law for the Promotion of Private Investments in Education (Law N-882)

Law N-882 also introduced tax incentives for private schools. Firms that offer education services receive credit for 30% of the reinvested utilities, in addition to import and sales tax exemptions. Tax incentives are particularly attractive for multi-market firms under the prevailing integrated tax system, as tax credits in one firm can be used to reduce taxes for other firms in the holding. An interesting fact in this setting is that many schools have entered as for-profit chains. There are around 15 chains of schools,\(^1\) most of which entered the market in recent years, with aggressive expansion plans. Together, they represent 12% of the share of elementary schools in Lima, but most of them have schools in other cities.

OA2.2  More Details on the Law for the Teachers’ Payment Reform (Law N-29944)

To enter into a tenure-track position and to get promoted to a higher performance group, teachers go through a centralized process. In the first stage, they take a National Knowledge Test for teachers. If they are above a minimum cutoff, they participate in the centralized application for tenure-track positions, for which teachers submit a rank order list of 5 schools and are then assigned to two schools based on their score. In the second stage, teachers are evaluated in a decentralized process by the schools in terms of their “didactic capacity, training, merits, and experience”. The schools make offers to candidates they like. For teachers and vacancies that are not matched in this process, there is an aftermarket, in which teachers are assigned to schools using a serial dictatorship algorithm. The aftermarket contracts are non-tenure track and last for only one year.

These changes generated substantial variation in wages across time and across schools. The opening for the contract vacancies is school-specific and is decided at the school district level. Due to budget constraints and planned staged implementation of the policy, only a fraction of teaching positions in the public sector was subject to these higher paying contracts. The way the first stage is designed also generates variation, as rank-ordered lists are short, and several positions end up not being filled with tenure-track contracts.

A final comment on the reform. Private schools strongly opposed the increases in wages, arguing that the rise in wages in the public sector was unfair competition with private schools as it led to “substantial increases in their cost of hiring”\(^2\).

\(^1\)See Scotiabank (2017) financial report in which they analyze the education industry in Peru and discuss the horizontal integration of schools.

\(^2\)This claim was made by the director of Grupo Educación al Futuro (GEF), a consulting company focused on private schools in Peru. He also argued that private school tuitions will increase in 2018 “due to last year salary increase for public education teachers which have been transferred to private education”. See https://rpp.pe/economia/economia/gef-colegios-privados-subirian-sus-pensiones-para-incrementar-el-sueldo-de-sus-docentes-noticia-1102091.
The Ministry of Education introduced a new regulation for schools in 2012. These rules include two elements:

1. **Price discrimination**: the new regulation forces schools to make their enrollment conditions public and uniform for all students. This includes application dates, fees, and other payments to the school.

2. **Selection from the school side**: schools are not allowed to engage in active selection or discrimination of students. In particular, the new regulation establishes that:
   
   i. Forbids any type of evaluation processes for children enrolling in preschool and first grade in both private and public schools.

   ii. In the case of oversubscribed schools, the order forbids prioritization criteria that involve the abilities or characteristics of the child, except for children with obvious special needs that are not able to attend that school.

   iii. These criteria must respond to objective aspects that do not entail discrimination or social exclusion. The criteria should be publicly announced before the annual application process for new students, and published in a visible place to guarantee transparency and equal opportunities for all applicants.

   iv. In the case of schools that have a special characteristic that is intrinsic to their institutional objectives, or within its mission and vision, this can be part of the prioritization criteria, to the extent to which it does not violate the previous requirements.

It is hard to verify to what extent this regulation is enforced in practice. The Ministry of Education has a platform in which parents can report violations to the schools’ regulations, and they have the legal power to give a fine to the schools. In private conversations with one of the largest chains of schools, they claimed that they follow this order closely and work on a first-come, first-based basis (and that is how they describe the admission process on their website). Figure OA7 provides evidence for the pricing strategy for that firm. Panel (a) shows the price dispersion across schools in the chain. Panel (b) shows daily transaction data for the first monthly fees for 5 of the schools in the chain. While there is clear price discrimination across schools, there is no evidence of price discrimination between students in the same school. Regarding the selection from the school side, Figure OA8 shows responses to the 2016 principals’ survey. Panel (c) asks for admission requirements, to which almost all schools reply that they do not test kids or ask for other requirements that could be potentially discriminatory. Panel (d) asks for schools for what they do if oversubscribed. The most common response is that they operate on a first-come, first-served basis and do not use screening exams or interviews.
**Figure OA7: Pricing Strategy for Large Chain**

(a) Price dispersion across schools (Lim17)

(b) Price dispersion within schools

**Notes:** The data in this figure comes from one of the largest chains of schools in Peru. Panel (a) shows the monthly tuition charged by schools in the city of Lima in 2017. All these schools operate under the same brand, have standardized buildings, and centralized management for curriculum development and teachers’ training. Panel (b) shows daily transactions for the first monthly dues for the academic year for a sample of 5 schools from the ones in panel (a). The size of the circle is proportional to the number of transactions at each price, in each day, for each school.

**Figure OA8: School Principals’ Survey**

(a) Factors that explain test scores

(b) Actions to improve performance

(c) Admission requirements

(d) Screening mechanism

**Notes:** These figures show the answers to survey questions for 621 principals in 2016. Each panel corresponds to the following question: Panel (a) - What factors explain that some schools have higher test scores? Panel (b) - What would you do to improve the performance of the students in your school? Panel (c) - What are the requirements for the admission of a child in your primary school? Panel (d) - How is the process of admission to this school when the number of students applying to the school exceeds the number of vacancies?
OA2.4 More Details on the 2017 Teachers’ Strike

To have an idea of the proportions of the strike, panel (a) Figure OA9 shows the percentage of public school teachers that were on strike each day during the strike period. At its peak, this number was close to 70% at the national level. However, the intensity and duration of the strike had substantial variation by the school district, as shown for the city of Lima in Figure OA9.

According to the Ministry of Education, the strike had an important political component and generated a crisis that ended with the impeachment of the Minister. As mentioned in section 3, the decision of the teachers to join the strike was heavily influenced by the teachers’ union membership, political affiliation, and political networks. There are several teacher unions to which public school districts have been historically subscribed to, and there is variation in whether the political parties supported the strike or not. As a result, there is a substantial geographical variation in the intensity of the strike in different schools, both in terms of duration and number of teachers involved. This information was collected daily through surveys in each school district by the Intelligence and Crisis Management team at the Ministry of Education. They also collected data on the union leaders, their political networks, and maps for the unions’ internal geographical divisions within a market.

There are three final considerations regarding the strike. First, at the time of the strike, both the Government and experts were worried that many public school families that could afford a private school would switch to the private sector, leaving the lower SES families behind. Second, the timing of the strike is important. Panel (a) in Figure OA10 shows a timeline for the school year, school choice decisions, standardized tests and the period in which the strike took place. Finally, it is important to note that strikes are not uncommon in Peru. This is shown in panel (c) in Figure OA10.

OA3 More Details on the Scholarship Program

Scholarships are assigned using a two-stage discontinuous rule. In the first stage, students take an academic test consisting of two parts: language and math. Then, based on the average score, students who are over a cutoff are eligible for the second stage, in which students take a leadership test, evaluated one-by-one by professional psychologists. Students who pass the second cutoff are eligible for the scholarship in a school of their choice among the ones with which the NGO has an agreement.

Panel (a) in Figure OA11 plots the first step of the scholarship assignment as a function of the academic scores. Blue lines show a first-order polynomial fit for units below and above the cutoff separately, and grey circles represent the sample average for each bin. Not all of these students above the cutoff receive the

---

3See https://elcomercio.pe/economia/dia-1/educacion-migracion-alumnado-huelga-noticia-453629. The article comments on this and cites the owner of a big chain of schools who claims that he is “getting prepared to receive several new students” after the strike.

4Except for the slots reserved for students with unique talents (mainly featured athletes and artists), which are identified at the beginning of the process and are subject to different rules

5Cutoffs may differ by location/date
Figure OA9: Evolution and Intensity of the Strike

(a) Intensity of the 2017 Teachers’ Strike (National Level)

(b) Evolution of the strike in Lima

Notes: These plots display the evolution and intensity of the 2017 teachers’ strike for the school districts in Lima. The intensity goes from 0 to 1, where one means that 100% of the public schools in the district were on strike that day. Dates correspond to 2017 and are represented with a red dot in the timeline below each graph.
Figure OA10: Teachers’ Strike

(a) Timeline of the 2017 Teachers’ Strike

(b) School Survey: Application Date

(c) Historic Strikes in Peru

Notes:
Table OA3: First Stage - Scholarship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score ≥ Cutoff</th>
<th>Elegible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3070**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0234)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obs left 1419
Obs right 1289

Notes: Estimates are computed using optimal bandwidths and robust confidence intervals proposed by Calonico et al. (2014).

scholarship, as there is a second step, depicted in panel (b), in which all the ones that qualified in the first step take a leadership test, which also has a cutoff. Only students that are above both cutoffs are eligible for the scholarship. However, as not all the students take the leadership test, I cannot use a two-dimension RD.

To identify the price parameter I need an instrument that generates exogenous variation in prices, while trying to keep the sample as representative as possible. That is why I will focus on the first cutoff for the scholarship assignment.

Table OA3 presents estimates of the change in the probability of being eligible for the scholarship for students who are above the cutoff, where Score ≥ Cutoff is a dummy variable that equals one if the students’ academic score is above the cutoff for scholarship eligibility. I use optimal bandwidths and robust confidence intervals proposed by Calonico et al. (2014). Being above the cutoff increases the probability of receiving the scholarship by 37% percentage points. Panels (c)-(f) present robustness checks for the regression discontinuity design: the McCrary(2008) density test and falsification tests that look at the effect of the scholarship on pre-treatment covariates.
OA4  Total Derivatives of the Share under Social Interactions

OA4.1 With respect to Price

Equation 7 shows the total derivative of the individual choice probabilities for school \( j \) with respect to changes in the price for \( j \). Terms (a), (b), and (d) have simple expressions that are functions of demand parameters and individual choice probabilities:

\[
\frac{\partial s_{ijt}}{\partial p_{jt}} = -\alpha_is_{ijt}(1-s_{ijt})
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s_{ijt}}{\partial z_{jt}^x} = \beta_i^x s_{ijt}(1-s_{ijt}), \text{ for } x = \{y, e\}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s_{ijt}}{\partial z_{rt}^x} = \beta_i^x s_{ijt} s_{irt}, \text{ for } x = \{y, e\} \text{ and } r \neq j.
\]

The expressions for terms (c) and (e) cannot be obtained directly from demand parameters, as they are functions of the left side of Equation 7, the total derivatives of the shares with respect to \( p_{jt} \). Then, I can aggregate Equation 7 at the type \( x \) and stack expressions by type and school, to form a linear system from which we can solve for the whole vector of total derivatives with respect to price.

First, note that \( z_{jt}^x \) (where \( x \) can be either \( y \) or \( e \)) is the fraction of families of type \( x \), so I rewrite:

\[
z_{jt}^x = \frac{s_{jt}^x \pi_x^N}{s_{jt}^N} = \frac{\pi_x^x s_{jt}^x}{\pi_x^x s_{jt}^x + (1 - \pi_x^x)s_{jt}^{-x}}
\]

In the previous expression \( z_{jt}^x \) is a function of the shares \( f(s_{jt}^x, s_{jt}^{-x}) \). Then, I express the total derivative as:

\[
\frac{dz_{jt}^x}{dp_{jt}} = \frac{\partial z_{jt}^x}{\partial s_{jt}^x} \frac{ds_{jt}^x}{dp_{jt}} + \frac{\partial z_{jt}^x}{\partial s_{jt}^{-x}} \frac{ds_{jt}^{-x}}{dp_{jt}}
\]

Where

\[
\frac{\partial z_{jt}^x}{\partial s_{jt}^x} = \frac{\pi_x^x}{s_{jt}^x} (1 - \pi_x^x s_{jt}^x) \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial z_{jt}^x}{\partial s_{jt}^{-x}} = -\frac{\pi_x^x}{s_{jt}^{-x}} s_{jt}^x (1 - \pi_x^x)
\]

I write:

\[
\frac{dz_{jt}^x}{dp_{jt}} = \kappa_x^j \frac{ds_{jt}^x}{dp_{jt}} + \kappa_x^{-j} \frac{ds_{jt}^{-x}}{dp_{jt}} \quad (19)
\]
Then, I add Equation 7 at the type $x$ level:

$$\frac{ds^x_{jt}}{dp_{jt}} = \frac{\partial s^x_{jt}}{\partial p_{jt}} + \sum_l \frac{\partial s^x_{jt}}{\partial z^y_{lt}} \frac{\partial z^y_{lt}}{dp_{jt}} + \sum_l \frac{\partial s^x_{jt}}{\partial z^e_{lt}} \frac{\partial z^e_{lt}}{dp_{jt}}$$

(20)

And replace Equation 19 in Equation 20. I get 4 equations for the derivatives of each school with respect to $p_{jt}$:

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)

I stack the set of equations for each school and rewrite them to form a system of linear equations to solve for $\frac{ds^x_{jt}}{dp_{jt}}$. The, I can recover the object of interest, $\frac{ds^x_{jt}}{dp_{jt}}$. The system of equations has the form:

$$A_j X_j = B_j$$

Where:

- $X$ is a $(N_j \times 4) \times 1$ vector of total derivatives of $s^x_{jt}$ with respect to price $p_{jt}$

$$X'_j = \left[ x'_1, x'_2, x'_3, ..., x'_j \right]$$

- $x'_j = \begin{bmatrix} ds^y_{jt} & ds^{-y}_{jt} & ds^e_{jt} & ds^{-e}_{jt} \end{bmatrix}$

- $B_j$ is a $(N_j \times 4) \times 1$ vector of partial derivatives of $s^x_{jt}$ with respect to price $p_{jt}$, which are functions of demand parameters and individual choice probabilities.

$$B'_j = \left[ b'_1, b'_2, b'_3, ..., b'_j \right]$$

- $b'_j = \begin{bmatrix} \partial s^y_{jt} & \partial s^{-y}_{jt} & \partial s^e_{jt} & \partial s^{-e}_{jt} \end{bmatrix}$

- $A_j$ is a $(N_j \times 4) \times (N_j \times 4)$ matrix:
in the previous section of the Appendix.

Additional elements (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), and (k) need to be computed to recover the total derivative of the shares with respect to quality. These elements are individualized in Equation 11. Terms (a)-(e) are described in the previous section of the Appendix.

Term (f) is a function of demand parameters and individual choice probabilities:

\[
\frac{\partial s_{ijt}}{\partial \mu_{ijt}} = \beta^\mu_{ijt} s_{ijt} (1 - s_{ijt})
\]

In practice, (i) is the sum of (g) and (k). I separate these two elements in the text to show that there is a

OA4.2 With respect to Quality

In practice, (i) is the sum of (g) and (k). I separate these two elements in the text to show that there is a
direct and an indirect change in second stage prices when quality changes but, in practice, I only need the total effect (i). The decomposition into (g) and (k) can be done trivially from the proposed method. Terms (j) and (h) are also obtained in the process.

\[
\frac{dp^*_jt}{d\mu_{jt}} = \gamma_{jt} + \frac{ds_{jt}}{d\mu_{jt}} \times \left( \frac{ds_{jt}}{dp_{jt}} \right)^{-1} - s_{jt} \times \left( \frac{ds_{jt}}{dp_{jt}} \right)^{-2} \times \left( \frac{ds_{jt}}{d\mu_{jt}} \right)
\]

where:

\[
\frac{ds_{ijt}}{d\mu_{jt}} : \text{is calculated using the analogous to the one in Appendix OA4.1, taking the total derivative with respect to quality instead of price. This is the sensitivity of demand to quality, considering the spillover effects, but holding prices constant. Terms (j) and (h) are also obtained in this process.}
\]

\[
\frac{ds_{jt}}{dp_{jt}} : \text{Is calculated in Appendix OA4.1.}
\]

\[
\frac{ds_{ijt}}{d\mu_{jt}} : \text{I obtained using an approach based on the same principle as the one in Appendix OA4.1.}
\]

**OA5 Discussion on the model assumptions**

**Production function of education.** In the model for student outcomes, I present the decomposition of potential changes in $\mu_{jt}$ into peer effects, other inputs, and technology for expositional purposes, so I can highlight the fact that quality can change in the counterfactuals. However, I do not estimate a functional form for the education production function\(^6\). Rather, based on the model in Section 4.3 I will infer marginal costs from markups and use those to simulate the school quality provided in equilibrium, without specifying how that quality is provided. The limitation of this approach is that the counterfactual simulations will take the marginal cost parameters as invariant. This may not hold if there are equilibrium effects. For example, policy changes that induce schools to hire better teachers so they can provide higher quality will increase the demand for that input. Wages can go up, changing schools’ marginal costs.

**Interpretation of the quality and student body parameters.** The school characteristics should be discussed in more detail. I adopt a specific understanding of quality that is related to school effectiveness

\(^6\)Estimating production functions requires microdata on firm inputs and instruments. See Collard-Wexler and De Loecker (2016) for a discussion of this type of models.
with respect to gains in test scores, clean from the effect of individual and peer characteristics. In Section 5.3 I will discuss how I calculate $\mu_{jt}$ and under which assumptions this element is identified. On the other hand, $z_{jt}$ is defined as a vector with the mean of observable characteristics (income and mothers’ education).

By including a measure of school quality that does not take the student body into account, $\tilde{\beta}_z$ can be interpreted as a parameter that captures the total weight that parents put on the school body composition when choosing a school. There are several reasons that have been identified in the literature for why parents care about this (Altonji et al. (2015)): classroom peer effects, signaling (MacLeod and Urquiola (2015)), indirect effects through teachers’ effort and school accountability, and just preferences for some groups, not related to outcomes\textsuperscript{7}. The model cannot distinguish between these reasons, but, to the extent to which the weight does not change under the counterfactuals, the model can be used for the set of exercises proposed in this paper. I cannot think of an evident reason why those weights would change under the counterfactuals.

**Capacity constraints.** I assume no capacity constraints in the baseline equilibrium. This is a plausible assumption in Peru. The main difference between Peru and other settings such as the U.S. is that private schools in Peru can use price as a rationing mechanism when oversubscribed and have more flexibility in expanding capacity. Then, once a market is in equilibrium, schools can anticipate their demand and adjust prices or expand capacity to maximize profits, alleviating capacity constraints, as opposed to a setting in which there are no prices. However, schools may have less flexibility under some counterfactuals in Section 7, and in those cases, I would need to make assumptions about how students are assigned to schools. The case of public schools is different, as there are no prices to work as a rationing mechanism. However, enrollment in public schools has been decreasing dramatically, so it is unlikely that they are oversubscribed, and, in any case, public schools are required by law to enroll every student who applies.

**Price discrimination within schools.** I assume that schools have a single-price scheme. I discuss this assumption in Section 3 and provide supporting evidence in Appendix OA2.

**Selection from the supply side.** I assume that schools do not select students based on their ability or SES. I discuss this assumption in Section 3 and provide supporting evidence in Appendix OA2.

**Information frictions.** I assume that parents are aware of all the options available in their choice set and their characteristics. I acknowledge that this assumption may not be realistic in education markets and in a developing country setting (see Allende et al. (2018)). This affects the interpretation of the model parameters and imposes some restrictions on counterfactual analysis, but they are not particularly relevant for the questions discussed in this paper.

The parameters in Equation 3 should be viewed as weights that families place on characteristics rather than deep structural preferences. However, the relevant question is whether these weights are subject to change under the counterfactuals. I present a simple framework to interpret the parameters under uncertainty about school characteristics. Under this model, the estimated parameters are the preference for attributes scaled by a measure of how precise the beliefs for the attribute are. If the estimated weight on quality for low SES families is lower than the one for high SES families, it can either be because of weaker

\textsuperscript{7}As mentioned in Section 5.3, I ignore changes in inputs due to peer composition.
preferences or less precise information (or a combination of both). Another complementary interpretation is that parents put weight on peers relative to quality because they do not have information about the latter, and use peers as a proxy. While understanding the reasons why parents value peers is interesting and can have important policy implications, it does not change the fact that firms take those preferences into account and respond strategically to them. I cannot think of evident reasons why these weights should change under the counterfactuals, so the model can be used to predict behavior. This also complicates welfare analysis. That is why I do not look at welfare in the analysis of the counterfactual simulations, and instead focus on the distribution of value-added as the main outcome.

OA6 Description of the Instruments

OA6.1 Student body characteristics

Lagged strike exposure indexes. These instruments are constructed as follows. The Ministry of Education collected daily data on the schools and the number of teachers that were on strike through the local school districts, covering a large sample of schools. I use LASSO to predict the total number of hours lost per student for the schools in the sample. Explanatory variables include the political affiliations of the teachers in the school, the teacher union affiliation, unions’ political affiliation (which vary by school district), and several other demographic variables for teachers. The results are presented in Appendix OA6. I use the estimated statistical model to get a prediction for the strike intensity (number of hours lost per student) for the rest of the public schools in the market.

Exclusion restriction \( \text{Cov}(Z_{\text{inst}}, \xi_j) = 0 \). The use of local demographics and market structure as instruments for the student body relies on the assumption that these characteristics do not respond to current demand and cost unobservables. Residential sorting and school entry decisions can be thought of as decisions made in previous stages of the game, determined by past shocks not related to short-run school decisions. These previous stages require several periods for adjustment and thus are not modeled. Taking them as given seems reasonable for the time frame under analysis.

The strike instrument exploits the political component and the interaction with teachers’ affiliation before the conflict, which has significant within-market school level variation and is likely to be uncorrelated with school demand and cost unobservables. The exclusion restriction for the strike instrument relies on the idea that competing schools’ decisions to participate are unrelated to their own and others’ demand shock for the next year. Recent exposure to school closure has effects on next year’s enrollment due to frictions (not included in the model), but there are no persistent effects on the schools’ unobservables.

This assumption can be violated if the effects of the strike are not limited to parents switching schools.\(^8\) The strike can have long-lasting effects on school quality if, for example, high performing teachers leave the affected schools. Panel (b) in Figure 2 shows no evidence of negative effects on teachers’ scores in the

---

\(8\)Current quality can be affected by the strike if kids get fewer hours of instruction. A report from the Ministry of Education calculates that, on average, kids ended up losing 200 hours of lectures. The Government was aware of this possibility, so they suspended the standardized test in the year 2017. To address these potential problems, I drop the year 2017 from the estimation.
next academic year, while panel (a) shows significant effects in enrollment.

The timing of the strike is consistent with this assumption. Panel (a) in Figure OA10 shows a timeline for the school year, school choice decisions, standardized tests, and the period in which the strike took place. Because of how fast the movement gained force and the months in which the strike took place (mid-July to mid-August), families choosing schools for children entering first grade in the 2017 academic year should not have been able to predict the events. On the other hand, most families chose the school for 2018 after the strike was settled and the political situation had decompressed.9

Finally, it is important to note that strikes are not uncommon in Peru. This is shown in Panel (c) in Figure OA10. I assume that parents hold beliefs on the probability that there will be a strike in public schools each year. Parents take this into account when they make their choice, shifting local demand. Families that were exposed to a more intense strike may update their beliefs about the probability of strike in the public schools. However, given the fact that the origin of the strike was unrelated to relevant school characteristics, I assume that they do not update the probability that a specific school will go on strike for the coming year.

**Relevance Condition** \( \text{Cov}(\bar{z}_{jt}, Z_{inst}) \neq 0 \). The instruments should be correlated with the fraction of high SES families in the school. This is natural for the local demographics instrument in a context in which families do not travel far to go to school. All else equal, a school located in a neighborhood with a high concentration of high SES families should enroll a higher share of that group than a school located in a neighborhood with a lower concentration of high SES families.

The fundamental assumption for the strike to be a relevant shifter for the student body composition is related to differences in price sensitivities by SES. A school that is not operating for an extended period is likely to generate a relevant negative shock on parents’ utility, and can potentially induce families to switch to the private sector. This was, indeed, one of the concerns that experts and the Government had after the extended strike. Differences in preferences will generate different response patterns to the strike, changing the student body composition of the schools from which the students leave and the ones that receive them.

These ideas can be appreciated in the event studies presented in Figure 2. Panel (a) shows that public schools that had a very high (high) baseline predicted probability of experiencing an intense strike (using Strike Exposure Index II) strike lost 17 (9) students on average. Panel (c) and (d) show that private schools located close to public schools that had a very high (high) baseline predicted probability of experiencing an intense strike (Strike Exposure Index II) increased the shared of high SES students enrolled in their schools.

OA6.2 Instruments for price and quality

**Relevance Condition** \( \text{Cov}(\bar{p}_{jt}, Z_{inst}) \neq 0 \) and \( \text{Cov}(\bar{\mu}_{jt}, Z_{inst}) \neq 0 \). Figure OA3 shows that the wages for public school teachers almost doubled in the period 2012-2018. This can have a large effect on both quality and prices. With respect to quality, this reform significantly increased the recruiting standards

---

9Panel (b) in Figure OA10 shows school survey data for the dates for the school applications, most of which take place after the strike was over (October to January).
and incentives in the hiring process, both due to higher average wages and merit payments based on a holistic evaluation process. Previous research has shown that one standard deviation increase in teacher quality raises math achievement by 0.15 to 0.24 standard deviations and English by 0.15 to 0.20 standard deviations (Rivkin et al., 2005; Rockoff, 2004; Kane and Staiger, 2008). Bobba et al. (2019) study part of this reform, taking advantage of arbitrary cutoff rules that determine teacher wages in rural areas. They find that offering higher wages in Peru increases the number of applications, the recruited teachers’ scores in teachers’ evaluation tests, and teacher retention. They also find significant improvements in students’ test scores, suggesting that the reform was effective at increasing the quality of instruction.

This evidence suggests that the reform can have a positive effect on the quality of public schools, and a potentially negative effect on the quality of the private ones, which may now find more competition to hire effective teachers. Given that teacher wages are one of the most important components of the schools’ expenditures in Peru, higher wages in the public sector should shift costs for private schools if they compete to hire teachers in the same labor market.

Panel (g) in Table 3 presents the first stage for the share of high SES students in the school, using the three types of instruments and their interactions. The F test rejects the null hypothesis that the first-stage coefficients are zero.

**Exclusion restriction** \( \text{Cov}(Z_{\text{inst}}, \xi_j) = 0 \). For instruments (i)-(ii), the exclusion restriction is given by the design of the teacher payment reform. The initial increase in base wages was unexpected and made effective immediately. Then, there is time and geographic variation in the opening of vacancies for the new contracts (therefore, higher wages). Contracts were rationed for a gradual implementation of the policy. Requests for new contract vacancies were decided by the school district. There are differences in the timing of vacancies openings. As mentioned in Section 3, the design of the centralized application system also adds variation to whether the vacancies are filled. To avoid the problem of high-quality teachers self-selecting into schools with certain unobservables, I use a measure of the average payments close to the school, excluding their own wages.

For instruments (iii)-(vi), the argument for the exclusion restriction is similar to the one in the previous section: residential sorting, school entry, and, in this case, workers sorting decisions are taken previous stages and take time to adjust. Then, they do not respond fast to current local school shocks.

**OA6.3 Using RDs to identify price parameters**

**Relevance Condition** \( \text{Cov}(p, Z_{\text{inst}}) \neq 0 \). To understand how this approach works, let me start by defining a simplified version of the choice model\(^{10}\):

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{ij} & = x_j \beta - \alpha p_{ij} + \xi_j + \epsilon_{ij}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{10}\)Part of the identification argument follows Bucarey (2018)
Among the applicants of the scholarship, the price varies with a discontinuous function of the student test scores, where \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are the tests cutoffs:

\[
p_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{p_j}{4} & \text{if } x_{ij}^{c1} \geq c_1, x_{ij}^{c2} \geq c_2, \\
p_j & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (22)

I assign applicants to bins of students with similar tests, using bandwidth \( h \), and the number of bins \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) for each test. To do so, I define:

\[
b_{ki}^L = c_1 - (K_1 - k_1 + 1)h, \quad \text{and} \quad b_{k_2}^L = c_2 - (K_2 - k_2 + 1)h
\]

Each bin \( k = (k_1,k_2) \) includes students with scores:

\[
b_{k_1} < x_{ij}^{c1} \leq b_{k_1 + 1}, \quad b_{k_2} < x_{ij}^{c2} \leq b_{k_2 + 1}
\]

Using the bins, I can build market shares conditional on bins for students with similar tests \( k = (k_1,k_2) \), given by \( (b_{kj} < x_{ij} \leq b_{kJ}) \):

\[
s_{jk} = \frac{\exp(x_j\beta - \alpha p_{jk} + \xi_j)}{1 + \sum_l \exp(x_l\beta - \alpha p_{lk} + \xi_l)}
\] (23)

Following Berry et al. (1995), the shares for each bin \( k \) can be inverted and expressed as\(^{11}\):

\[
\ln s_{jk} - \ln s_0 = x_j\beta - \alpha p_{jk} + \xi_j
\] (24)

Given this expression for the difference of shares, I can use the indicator for being over the cutoffs \( z_k = 1(x_i^{c1} \geq c_1, x_i^{c2} \geq c_2) \) as a valid instrument for \( \alpha \), the parameter on price. In terms of the instrumental variables literature, this instrument satisfies the properties of a valid instrument. This follows directly from Equation 22, as crossing the threshold reduces the cost of tuition in 3/4.

**Exclusion restriction** \((\text{Cov}(Z_{inst}, \xi_j) = 0)\). The argument for the exclusion restriction follows from the discontinuous design of the instrument. While there can be a correlation between the unobserved school quality \( (\xi_j) \) and the test scores (for example, better-performing students may come from families with a stronger preference for the school unobserved quality), the treatment assignment at the threshold should be “as good as random”. The cutoff scores are not revealed to students, and they cannot perfectly manipulate their scores as there is probably some randomness of student performance. Students are not allowed to retake the test if they failed to pass the first stage of the process.

\(^{11}\)Here I am presenting the case for a discrete choice problem with an outside option. There is no outside option in my model. However, both problems are analogous in terms if the identification argument.
In section I show how to use this instrument as an additional moment for identification of the parameters.

## OA7 Estimation Details

### OA7.1 Dealing with Selection in the Scholarship Application Decisions

I propose a simple model for selection into the scholarship application to implement a correction when I use the RD sample. The binary variable $Z_i$ indicates if the student is offered a scholarship. Expected utility conditional on the scholarship, but before the realization of $\epsilon_{ij}$ is given by\(^\text{12}\):

$$w(Z_i \mid x_i, v_i, loc_i) = E \left[ \max_{j \in \Omega_{\text{network}}} U_{ij}(p_i | Z_i) \mid x_i, v_i, loc_i \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Where $p_i$ is a vector of prices in which each element is:

$$p_{ij} = \begin{cases} p_j/4 & \text{if } Z_i = 1 \text{ and } j \in \Omega_{\text{network}} \\ p_j & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Where $\Omega_{\text{network}}$ is the set of schools for which the scholarship can be used.

**Scholarship assignment.** The scholarship assignment rule is a discontinuous function of the student test scores, where $x_i^{\text{Ac}}$ and $x_i^{\text{Le}}$ are the scores for the academic and leadership tests and $c_1$ and $c_2$ are the cutoffs.

$$Z_i = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x_i^{\text{Ac}} \geq c_1, x_i^{\text{Le}} \geq c_2 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

I assume that parents do not know the potential results of their kids in these tests, so they do not select into applying for the scholarship based on their individual probabilities of getting it. Parents share the prior that their children can get the scholarship with probability $\pi$ if they apply and 0 otherwise.

$$Pr(Z_i = 1) = \begin{cases} \pi & \text{if } a_i = 1 \\ 0 & \text{if } a_i = 0 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

**Application decision.** I assume that there is an application cost $c_i$ that I parametrize as a type-specific fixed cost and a linear function of $D_i^a$, the distance from the student house to the location in which they have to take the tests for getting the scholarships. $D_i^a$ is excluded from Equation 25, implying that distance is a valid instrument for scholarship application.

\(^{12}\)The expression for the max is given by: $E \left[ \max_{j \in \Omega_{\text{network}}} U_{ij} \right] = \log \left( \sum_{j \in \Omega_{\text{network}}} \exp(U_{ij}) \right)$
$$c_i(a, x_i, D^a_i) = a \times \left( \bar{\eta} + \eta e^{x_i} + D^d_i \times (\bar{\eta}_d + \eta_d e^{x_i}) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)$$

Then, the application decision is given by:

$$A_i = \arg \max_{a \in \{0,1\}} V_i(\theta_2, \eta, x_i, v_i, loc_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)$$

Where

$$V_i(\theta_2, \eta, x_i, v_i, loc_i) = \pi \times \left[ w(Z_i = 1 \mid x_i, v_i, loc_i) - w(Z_i = 0 \mid x_i, v_i, loc_i) \right] - c_i(a, x_i, D^a_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)$$

**Likelihood function.** The likelihood of the application decision and choices is given by:

$$\ell_i(\theta_2, \eta, x_i, v_i, loc_i) = Pr \left( \arg \max_{a \in \{0,1\}} V_i(\theta_2, \eta, x_i, v_i, loc_i) \right)$$

**Simulation with selection correction.** For each student, the simulated characteristic is obtained by integrating over the individual choice probabilities. These probabilities are functions of the demand parameters, the students’ characteristics, the students’ test scores, which define eligibility for the scholarship, and as a consequence, the prices that the student faces:
The simulation is made taking 500 draws from the unobservables. The unobservable preferences for quality and peers are drawn from the lognormal distribution, conditional on the parameters. The selection correction is implemented using a student-specific individual posterior distribution for the preferences for schools in the network, instead of the normal distribution.

This posterior is based on Equation 30, and is computed conditional on the parameters as a function of the students’ application decision, type, and location. The intuition for doing this is simple: if a student decided to apply to the scholarship when the predicted probability of doing so was low given the student’s observables, the student likely had a strong preference for the schools in the network. I correct for this type of selection by updating the distribution of preferences with the information from the selection equation.

### OA8 Implementation of the Estimation

The estimation of $\theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3)$ is done by GMM, following Berry et al. (2004, 1995). I use the SQUAREM acceleration method by Varadhan and Roland (2008) for the fixed point algorithm. The routine consists of an outer-loop to minimize the GMM objective function —whose components are the moments in Equation 15 to Equation 18— and an inner loop to evaluate this objective function at a given $\theta_2$ by inverting the market share equations in Equation 14. The implied $\delta(\theta_2)$ and $s(\theta_2)$ are used to calculate the demand and cost disturbances. Finally, as there is no outside option, I normalize $\xi_{jt} = 0$ for one school in each market.

This version is implemented using data from all the cities for the demand estimation, and excluding Lima for the supply estimation. The Supplementary Material describes how I deal with demand estimation in large markets such as Lima. I use quadrature rules for numerical integration as in Skrainka and Judd (2011).

### OA9 Model Fit

I examine model fit by using the estimated parameters to simulate equilibrium outcomes and compare simulated to observed outcomes. All the demand side simulations are run on the complete estimating dataset. The supply-side simulations are run on the data for one market, Cuzco. The next section provides a description of the procedure to compute the new equilibriums under counterfactual policies.

Figure OA6a, Figure OA6b and Figure OA6c present the fit to the micro-moments by family type. Overall, the model replicates the distribution of the characteristics of the schools chosen in each market. Figure OA6d presents the fit for the Regression Discontinuity Moments. A key element for the model to capture the jump in the probability of choosing schools in the network is the inclusion of the selection correction. Finally, Figure OA6e and Figure OA6f presents the fit for the predicted price and quality. The model has a reasonable performance fitting the schools’ choices of price and quality, except for more ex-
expensive and higher-quality schools, for which the model predicts that the prices should be lower and the qualities larger than what I observe in the data. This suggests that there could be some convexity in the cost of providing quality that I do not account for in the model. This can be added to future versions of the paper.

OA10 Description of the Counterfactual Policies

**Policy I: Universal vouchers** \( (v_i = \bar{v}) \). Under this policy, every student receives a voucher to attend any private school in the market.\(^{13}\) For simplicity, schools can set one price without restrictions, but cannot engage in price discrimination. The school always receives \( \max\{ p_j, v_i \} \). The price that the student pays is \( \max\{ 0, p_j - v_i \} \). The voucher is equal for each student and fixed at \( \bar{v} \), which corresponds to 75% of the mean spending per student in the public sector.

**Policy II: Targeted vouchers** \( (v_i = \bar{v} / (1 - \pi^y) \times 1[x^y_i = 0]) \). Under targeted vouchers, only low-income students receive a voucher to attend private schools. The assumptions as from policy I hold, but I change the structure of the voucher (only low-income students receive the voucher, and the amount is increased to maintain the level of the total budget).

**Policy III: Merit scholarships/selective vouchers** \( (v_i = \bar{v} / \pi^e \times 1[x^e_i = 1]) \). Merit scholarships are equivalent to vouchers for talented students. To keep this counterfactual simple, I assume that talented students are the ones that come from families with high human capital. Again, I hold the assumptions from policy I, changing only the structure of the voucher.

**Policy IV: Tax deductions of tuition expenses** \( (v_i = \bar{v} / \pi^y \times 1[x^y_i = 1]) \). In a simplified setting, tax deductions of tuition expenses can be thought of as vouchers for higher-income families, which are more likely to pay higher taxes. In a real-world version of this policy, the amount of the subsidy the family receives will be a function of their taxable income. I assume that all higher-income families get a fixed tax deduction when their kids attend a private school, in the form of a voucher that can only be used to pay that school (so that the assumptions in policy I hold).

**Policy V: Investment in public schools** \( (\Omega'_{it} = \Omega_{it} \cup j', \mu_j > \bar{\mu}) \). In this policy, I simulate the opening of high-quality public schools. I make several assumptions to infer the costs of construction and operation for schools in the top 85 and 70 percent of the distribution of value-added.\(^{14}\) I divide the budget in policy I by the calculated cost per school to get the potential number of new schools that could be constructed, depending on the targeted value-added percentile. Then, for each node in the city, I calculate the demand that a hypothetical public school would have. Then, I rank the nodes and assign the new public schools to the ones with higher expected demand. Version A (B) of the policy targets public schools in the top 85 (70) of the distribution of value-added. In other words, this policy expands the choice set, by adding high

\(^{13}\)I ignore the program participation margin. This has proven to be relevant in other settings, see (Sánchez, 2017).

\(^{14}\)As I do not have estimates on the fixed or marginal costs for these schools, I will use data on public school expenses and recent public school construction from the Ministry of Education (MINEDU, 2017). I also use the data on teachers’ payments, as wages constitute one of the largest categories of spending and have been shown to be correlated with teacher quality in Peru (Bobba et al., 2019).
quality public schools in several locations:

**Policy VI: Land lease subsidies for private schools** $(\Delta \text{in } F_{jt} \implies \Omega''_{jt} = \Omega_{jt} \cup j'')$. In this policy, I simulate a subsidy for the entry of high-quality private schools in underserved neighborhoods. I have estimates for marginal costs and for the fixed costs of increasing quality for all private schools, but, as in the previous counterfactual, I do not have estimates for other fixed costs of operation or costs of entry. I get numbers from Innova (2019), the bond issuing framework document by one of the big chains of schools. This document provides approximate average land costs for schools and costs of construction. I calculate the number of schools that can enter covering 75% of the land costs. I ignore the nodes that are above the 75th percentile of the income distribution, to focus on low and middle-income families. For each of the eligible nodes in the city, I calculate the revenues that the chain gets if a new school is opened. Then, I rank the nodes and assign the new private schools to the ones with higher expected revenues. This policy expands the choice set by lowering fixed costs of high-quality private schools and promoting entry in several locations.

**OA11 Counterfactual Policies Budget Assumptions**

It is estimated that the optimal Operational Cost (as a % of Sales) is $\leq 63\%$ (or EBITDA Margin of $\geq 37\%$), which is reached at approximately 90 schools. As of 2019, there are 54 schools, and by 2023, the Company expects to reach 90 schools. In order to reach 90 schools, Innova requires to invest $\sim$540 million in CapEx:

- Each school is built on a land area of $\sim 5,000$ m$^2$, whose cost is US$ 3 million on average.
- The construction and equipment are carried out in 4 stages, being the first stage the most expensive (US$ 1.8 million) and the remaining stages are less expensive (US$ 500 thousand each).
- In the first stage, the common spaces and a large part of the classrooms are built. In the rest of the stages, only new classrooms are added.
- A school in its fourth stage has an accumulated investment of US$ 6.3 million (average), 40 classrooms and capacity for 1,200 students.
- The accumulated investment by 2026 is expected to be US$ 542 million.

---

$^{15}$See OA11 for details

$^{16}$Note that I do not take into account unobservable entry costs and cannibalization considerations from the point of view of the chain.